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Paralyrnpic Sport Management System (PSMS) Abstract 
Abstract 
Paralympic Sport Management System (PSMS) is u management infom1ation 
system that will rnanagc the Parnlympic sport orgiu1izcd by Malaysian Pamlympic Council 
(MPC). PSMS utili7.c the web-based technologies to perform as an RntJnncl system and 
wilJ replace the c wTent manual system in MPC. PSMS wilt integrate with another two 
system and the system was named as Paralympic lnfonnation and Management System 
(PIMS). Tho two systems are: Paralympic One-Stop Center, an l1ntcmet system and 
Paralympic Athle1tes Management System, ao lntranet system. 
PSMS haLs been divided to three section, administrator section, assistant 
administrator seGtion and user section. The administrator section will allow the 
ailininjstrator to create new database for a new Paralympic sport event. While, the assistant 
administrator will maintain the volunteers' infonnation, create the committee structure for 
the sport event, generate the technical competition report, and arrange the schedule and 
venue for eve1y game type. The technical competition report includes the cquipmenl and 
result management. Finally, the user section contains only one module, which is the search 
module to provid1; a search engine when access to the system. 
It is beliove<l that the final product will able to provide a sys;tomatic and reliable 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
l. l Project Definition 
Paralympic Sport Management System (PSMS) is a management information 
system that helps rYlalaysian Paralympic Counci l (MPC) to organize a Parnlympic gwm: or 
P:m1lympic sport event from the initial until the end of the event \'ia an Intranet system. 
Paralympic sport is the sport for all disabil ity groups. 'lnis system will utilize the web base 
t\!chnologies to provide a systematic nnd reliable system in Parnlympic: sport management. 
It provide some: useful modules to handle some of the activities in Pnralympic sport 
management. 
When MPC having a Paralympic game. they need to form an c:>rganization Learn or 
committee stmcture to handler and monitor all activities in a game. All the sub committees 
have their own responsibility, e.g. volunteer selection and trai ning. manage the 
equipments, and arrnnge the schedule or venue. This system can be used for these sub 
commiltces to store and retrieve their members· detail and game information. All data will 
be stored by the administrator and assistance administrntors in the d:Jttabase on the scn·er 
and available for u crs reference at any time. 
PSMS wilt be integrated with another two systems to provide a collaborative 
system named as Paralympic lnfomtation and Management System (PIMS). PIMS will 
automate the current manual system in MPC. The two systems that will be integrated with 
PSMS are: 
./ Paralympic one-stop cencer {POSC) 
Para lymp ic one-stop center is a web-basc<l/[ntcmet system that displays all the 
infonnation about .MPC, information in eYcry sport event , and will contains an 
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./ Paralympic Athletes Managcmc111 System <PAMS) 
Paralympic Ath letes Management System is an Intranet system 1hat ~ ill store and 
retrieve all the athletes' in formation. 
1.2 The Prolt>lcms and Inconveniences in Current System 
PSMS is ;au alternative for MPC to replace the cum:nt system. Currently, MPC is 
using manual or paper-based system. This method is not effoctivc and causes a lot nf 
problems ~md incomcniences. The problems are: 
./ Nol efficient and unreliable in storing large number of data . 
./ Data is tl('lt ~manged properly . 
../ Time loss in searching data . 
./ Hard to update the data . 
./ Wasting money in papers, manpower, places :tnd etc. 
1.3 Project Motivation 
ln MP(\ they are using manual system to manage the Paral1ympic sp011 system. 
The system causes problems aud inconveniences to the users as mc·ntion io earlier part. 
Therefore, PSMS will be developed to enhance the current system. 
ln gencrnl, PSMS will computerize the cun-cnt paper-based system for Parnlympic 
games management. With this concept. it helps to reduce the c:ost, incur time and 
manpower. In comparison to the cwTent paper-based environment, it is no doubt the 
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I .4 Objectiv1es 
PSMS is an enhanced system for the cummt mm11 1al system. PSMS will provide an 
nhcnrnli ve for MPC 10 improve the way they store their infomwtion. The project 
objectives are set of realistic and measurable goals to be aclhieved though the 
implementation of this system The objectives are: 
../ To develop a system that can operate the management of Pamlympic games and 
sport events organized by MPC. This system ab le to improve the performance in 
current system and proYidcs an alternative for MPC to replace the current system . 
../ Reduce time loss and dissatisfactions occurred in current system . 
../ To increase the efficiency of retrieving data and improve the workflow efficiency . 
../ Provide <lt systematic database system to store and retrieve data for every game 
org:mizcd by MPC'. With this system. MPC able to maintain t'hc database in every 
game or spon event. 
../ lntct,-ratc with another two systc1n (PAMS and POSC) to provide a collaborati\'c 
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1.5 Project Scope 
The projec t scope defines the problem an:as that the proposed system wi ll attempt 
to tackle. The scope of PSMS include: 
General Section: 
./ St:curity Mod1tle 
This module prt!vcnts unauthorized administrator and assistant administrator lo 
access the database. 
Administration Section: 
'l11is section has been di\'ided to two parts, Admin istmtor Section and Assistant 
Adrn inislrntor Section. 
i) Administrator Section: 
./ Sport E\'ent Module 
Creal~ a new database for a new game! or sport event. 
ii) Assistant Administrator Section: 
./ Committee Module 
Organize the committee for a new game . 
./ Volunteers Module 
This module contains the vohmteers' detail infomiation . 
./ Event Schedule Module 
This module includes the timetable al!ld schedule for every game . 
./ Event Result Module 
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./ Equipment and Technician Module 
This module includes the technic ian a111d list of equipments. 
User Section: 
./ Search Module 
Provides search engine for user. 
However. this system still has some limitations and constraints. The limitations and 
constraints are: 
./ The process in a real sport event is too complex and contains too much of steps. 
Thus, some of the modules may not inc luded in the system to handler every 
complex processes in a sport event. 
./ PSMS is an Intranet system. Only the MPC's staff are allow to access to the 
database . 
./ PSMS is a compute r system to run m game or competition, which is no t a system 
that can operate for daily use. PSMS will just be used when MPC organize a 
Pamlympic game. 
l.6 Expectt'd Outcome 
PSMS is a computer in fonnation syste m tha1 provides a beucr a lternative for the 
current system. This system will show some improvements. ·n 1e expected outcomes are as 
below: 
./ Provide database computer system in storing infonnation and dala . 
./ User friendly and easy to use . 
./ Using Grnphical User interface (GUO concept. 
./ Easy for cnhanc~mcnt and maintenance. 
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System analysis aud design i11volvcs many different types of acti vities that together 
make up a projec t. A schedule ca11 make sure the tasks arc completed in a timely fashion 
and managed properly. A project is a planne:d 1111dertnki11g of scheduled activities and its 
management to reach a goal. Planning is done: to: 
./ Ddinc the goals 
./ Define and allocate resources 
./ Establish time table, schedule work 
./ Track an<l monitoring project 
./ Report and document the project 
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1.8 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview for the Paralympic Sport Management System (PSMS). It 
includes the ol>jectivcs, project scope. project limitations, and project schedule. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Chapte r 2 is a review on literature research. It gives a detail idea al>out Paralympic sport 
a11d PSMS. It also contains the study in existing system and computer technologies that 
may be used to develop the system. 
Cha1>ter 3: Mcthodolo~y 
Chapter 3 introduces the model to develop the system, decision on de elopment tools, 
client 's requirement and run time requirement. 
Chapter 4: System Ocsign 
·n1is chapter shows the system design, which includes the system module structure and 
how the system works. 
Cha)>ter 5: System lm1>lcmcntation 
Chapter 5 discusses the development cnvi[ronment, steps 111 project development and 
coding stages. Some coding examples also included in this chapter. 
Chapter 6: System Testing 
Chapter 6 discusses the technique in system testing and also contains a test case report. 
Chapter 7: System Evaluation 
Chapter 7 discusses the ~)'stem limitation. problems encountered, system strengths, and 
future enhancements. 
Chnpter 8: Conclusion 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
A l itcralu~ review is a research on a topic or find out the related issues regarding 
the topic. rt wi ll fin dings on previous studies and others implication or sta1is1ics on the 
cutTent system. 
2.1 Approach to Literature Review 
Literature or rcsc::irch is the first process in developing a computer system. l11e 
literalurc review make up of the following steps. 
2.1.1 Interview in S1>ort Science Center, llJniversity of Malaya 
The first interview was conducted in Sport Science Center, University of Malaya 
with Mr. Afizal Abu Othman, one of the officers in Sport Science Center. The purposes of 
this interview arc to get a detail idea in sport management and study the current system in 
Sport Science Center. 
2. 1.2 Interview in Malaysian Pantlympic: Council (MPC) 
Another interview Sl!ction has been conducted with Mr. Kamaru.zaman Kadir, 
manager in sport man::igement in MPC. The ·information that have been collected from this 
interview were: 
./ lnfonnation about MPC 
./ lnfonnation in Paralympic sports and Paralympic sport management 
./ J low the current system works 
./ What arc the weal.'llesses in current system 
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2. 1.3 Reading 
lnfonnation was also gathered throu~1h reading articles tiom Internet. books, and 
seniors' thesis. j ournals and references materia l from library. The informat ion that have 
bt!en gathered were: 
./ Issue related to sport 
./ l11 10nnation i11 sport management and Paralympic sport 
./ Computer technologies to develop PSMS 
./ Techniques in computer application development 
2.2 Findings 
Afier gathered all the information 1related lo the issue from methods !isled as 
above, this information has been analyzed and the result has been divided into the 
following parts: 
2.2. l Malnysian Paralym(lic Council (MPC) 
As mention earlier, PSMS will be used by MPC's staff lo replace the current 
system. Thus, MPC is the client for thi ~; system. With the government's help and 
encouragement the Malaysian Sport Council for the Disabled was formed in May 1989 as 
a non-government organization or NGO. It heralded the dawning of a new era for the 
disable, promising swi ft ramifications in pubLic consciousness. 
Renamed as Malaysian Paralympic Cotmcil in 1996, MPC remained a non-profi le 
organization recognized and supported by the Ministry of Youth and Sports and the 
Ministry of National unity and Social Development. Today, it reins as the country 's 
national governing body for the disabled, promoting the concept of "Sports for all". MPC 
is member of the lntemationaJ Paralytnpic Committee {IPC) and is affiliated to the far 
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once in every four years. Malaysia has been htonorcd 10 host these games in 2006 in Kuala 
Lumpur. 
As a national organization, MPC' is entrusted with the management o f several 
competitions, which include the Malaysian P'ar.ilimpiad and ASE/\N invitation every two 
years. The key consideration is for MP(' to provide rehabil itation, better health and active 
recreation for the disabled. The emphasis is 0111 full participation and equal opportunities. 
MPC's remarkable growth and progress have been largely due to the Mali'.lysian 
government's solid backing. l11e organization's objectives and mission arc strongly 
promoted by the Ministry o f National Unity & Commtmity & Development & the Ministry 
of Youth & Sports. In line with MPC's ph ilosophy, disable athletes are encouraged to 
strengthen and reinforce their mind, body and! spirit. 
MPC Vision: 
" 'l'lu.: existence of a /)isah/ed co111111w1ity that is progressive. productive, COl!/idelll, 
c:ompetitive, relevant and mtegrated with the society through the Paraly mpic Games 
Mcwement." 
MPC Mission: 
"/)ec/icated towards the excellent achievemelll i11 the implementation and .~ervice.'i plan of 
!he 'Sports For All and "High l'et:formance Sports' j(>r 1he benefit of a qua lily life f or /he 
1Jisahlecl." 
2.2.2 Paralympic S1>ort 
Paralympic spo11 is a sport or game event for disabil ity groups. Paralympic sport 
will help the disables to be more progressive, productive, relevant and integrated with the 
society. In Malaysia. a ll the disables can enter over 20 ty pes o f game that organized by 
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./ Powc1 lilling ./Badmmlc1n 
./ Judo V"'Boccia 
./ Ping pong ./Wh<.-elcha1r Oaskctball 
./ Fcncmg ./Football 
"" Shooting ./Goal ball 







./ Wheelchair Tennis 
In line with MPC's philosophy, disabled athletes arc encouraged to strengthen and 
reinforce their mind, body and spirit througlh the Paralympic sport. The object ives and 
goals fo r ParaJyinpic sport are: 
./ To give a wider participation opportunity to the disabled athletes at the state level 
across the country . 
./ In line with the "Sports For All" corncept for participation, health, friendship and 
fun purposes. It is also in line with the:: "Sports Excellence" concept, which aims to 
portray the tnlent, skill and ability of t'he disabled athletes . 
./ To evaluate and recognize the talent and performance of the athletes in order to 
choose them to fill in the back-up squad, teen squad a11d national squad . 
./ To be physically and mentally preparnd in all aspects of skill and experience. 
2.2.3 Definition of Sports Management 
The tenn management may use inter,changcably with administration. Management 
frequently relates more to the technical functions of administration. [ 1] lt includes the 
administration, coordination, and evaluation Qf any type of event related to sport . 
Successful sport management define as being the process of sttiving toward clearly 
established objective and goals as a result of working with others and exercising prudent 
and judicious use of resources and assets - all within the context of a sport-related 
organization. Sports management is curremtly used as an umbrella phrase or temt 
encompassing a large number and variety of sport, fitness/wellness, and leisure/recreation 
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2.2.4 Definition M~magement System 
A system is a collection o f objects and activities, plus a description of the 
re lat ionships thnt tic the objects and activities together. /\. computer system consists o f 
hardware components that have been carefully chosen so that they work well together and 
sofiwarc components or progr::uns that run in the computer. A filing system is a group of 
files organized with n plan (for example, alphabetical by customer). [3j 
PSMS is a managcmcll\ system and is also a database management system. The 
management system is the organization struc1turc used by the users to get things done. ·n1c 
management system includes the infomrntion system to provide project team members 
with necessary in fonnation , because coordination between groups is c ritical to integrate 
activities. Organizational structure involves procedures to ensure accurate communication 
and completeness of activities. [4 J A managc;:ment system contains nn administration tool 
that can cope the information and data. It comtains a program that can control and retrieve 
data. 
/\. database management system (DBMS) is a program that lets one or more 
computer users create and access data in a database system. The DBMS manages user 
requests (and requests from other programs) so that users and other programs are free from 
having to understand where the data is physically located on storage media and, in a multi-
user system, who else may also be accessing the data. In handling user requests, the 
DBMS ensures the integrity of the data (thaa is, making sure it continues to be accessible 
and is consistently organized as intended) and security (making sure only those with 
access privileges can access the data). The most typical DBMS is a relational database 
management system (RDBMS). A standard user and program interface is the Structured 
Query Language (SQL). 
A DBMS can be thought of as a fi le manager that manages data in databases rather 
than files in file systems. In lBM's mainframe operating systems, the nonrelational data 
managers were (and are, because these legacy application systems arc still used) known as 
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2.2.5 Paralympic Sport Manaf!emcnt System (PSMS) 
The Paralympic Spo11 Management System is a ma11agcment in fonnalion system 
that can maintain the database and i11 fonnatio11 for every game organized by MPC. This 
system supposes to maintain all the processes in a game or a competition from the initial 
process until the end of the game. T he system will be used by MPC' as 011 alternative for 
the current paper-based system via an Intranet system. It means the system can be used by 
a group of users through a private network. PSMS provides some useful modules to hand le 
a game, this modules include: 
../ Volunteers management 
../ Result management 
../ Equipment management 
../ Committee Structure management 
../ Schedule and venue a1Tangement 
2.2.6 llow MPC OrJ!anizes a Gnmc? 
When MP(' held a Paralympic game, the first step is plann ing. Planning can be 
defi ned as n management function, which establishes goals and objectives and the means 
by which they can be achieved. Planning prepares the organization for change and reduces 
the organizational confl ict. l11e questions below show the checklist of some of the 
conditions that must be detcnnined during planning process: [5] 
./ What is the purpose of the event? 
./ How large is the event - number of participants? 
../ I low many venues will be used and how far apart are they? 
../ What type of food is appropriate lo serve'? 
./ What housing requirements are needed for athletes, media and spectators? 
../ I low many staff and /or volunteers does the event require? What additional training will be 
required for staff and volunteers? 
./ What equ1pmenls are needed for every event? 
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./ I low much storage area is required (equipment , merchandise, cct.)? 
./ Whal is the appropriate entrance fee'> And how wi ll tickets be sold and distributed? 
Aller the planning, MPC will form an orga11i:1.at ion team or committ ee. The 
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The tcnn conuuittce means organizing maximizes perfonnanc;e k vcls of the 
employees or members by defining their functional jobs or tasks, allocating these jobs to 
appropriately sized department units, and defining the authority function helps to assure 
clear-cut lines of responsibi lity and provides smooth and uninterrupted communication 
flow. [Sport Manag1emcnt Successfu l Private Sector Business Strategiesl This committee 
will be organized for every game held by MPC. Every sub-committee has their own 
responsibility and monitors all activities in a game. Although the tc:am members in 
committee won't be the same but the committee structure wi ll be almost similar for every 
different gomc. 
The list below shows the checklist of things to do in producing a sport event after 
organize the conuniuce stnicture: [5] 
./ Site selcctton 
./ Pennits 
./ Advertise through leagues in the area 
./ Registration for athletes or teams 
./ Sponsors 
./ Volunteers, training for volunteers and staffs 
./ Games officiuls 
./ Insurance 
./ Medical, first aid 
./ Equipments or faci lities 
./ Awards 
./ Food, beverage concessions, transportation and accommodation 
../ Sound equipment, staging 
../ Schedule or timetable for every tournament 
In the real sport management, it contains more complex proces.s and may not be 
same for every different kind of event. However, the checklist above shows some of the 
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2.2. 7 Planning fo1r the Disable 
As a produc•:!r of a Paralympic spon management, MPC need to identify all venue 
limitations and remove barriers for the visually, auditorially, and physicallly impaired. It is 
the law to have public fac ilities for sport events architecturally accessible. In private or 
public venue, the producer needs to build temporary ramps w1th plywood or remove stall 
doors. Changing rooms with scats should also be available for athle~es who need to 
remove anificial limbs prior to competition. 
The disabled parking plan is also critical for temporary venues. Frequently, sport 
events held in temporary locations do not always plan adequately to assign parking for 
disabled spectators. Make certain that detennine how many spaces arc required by local 
ordinance and assigin them in the correct location with appropriate signag1e. There are other 
aspects that also have to consider in planning of a sport event with disabled athletes. For 
example, a certain 111umber o f volunteers should be assigned as facilitatom to help the blind 
ndjust to unfamiliar tenitory, aid wheelchair athletes up steep grades no t built to code, or 
help in the transfer from the whcclchuir into spo11 equipment or into the pool. This last 
responsibility requires the volunteer to have some knowledge on appropriate and safe 
tmnsfcr procedures. 
Another uni1quc logistical consideration in regard to producing sport events for the 
disabled are the va rious categories that must be included, such as wheelchair, stand up, 
and blind so that the~ athletes compete on an equal playing field. In additio n, there are three 
levels of visual irnpainnent. lf a wheelchair category is included in a re:gular run, special 
consideration of the: terrain should be made. Avoid steep and windy hill s and try to select 
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2.3 Study in E>cisting System 
2.3.1 Current System in Sport Science Center, University of Malaya 
The purposes of this interview section arc to gather infonna1ion about sport 
management and study in the existing system in Sport Science C'enter. U11 fo rtunatcly, they 
are using manual system. 
When they want to run a competition, the officer will design a fo1rm and then print 
it out. If some one wants to join the competition, he or she needs to fil I in the fonn and 
pass it back to the o fficer. Afier that, the officer will key in their infom1ation and store in 
computer. All the other infom1ation will also be listed down in paper and then stored in 
computer. The current system can just be used in small competition and it is not 
systematic and unreliable. It is not efficient for bigger event. 
2.3.2 Current System in M:•laysian Pnralympic Council 
The PSMS will be used by MPC'. Therefore, an interview with MPC has been 
planned to gather information in Paralympic spo11 management and understand the system 
requirements. 
Currently, MPC is using manual paper-based system to manage their data. 111e 
current system causes a lot of problems in storing a large number o f data. In current 
system, they use two ways to store their infonnation. Firstly, write down in papers. 
Secondly, key in th1e infonnation to the computer using Microsoft Excel. When they need 
the data, they have: to find out the files or access to Microsoft Excel to search for it. 
However, these in lfonnation are not store in a database system, it s:tores in different 
personal computers by different staffs from MPC. It may cause many problems in 
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When MPC !having a competition, they will send the fonn to the a thletes. After the 
athletes send back ithc fonn, MPC will key in all the infonnation to the computer. for 
those who want to be a volunteer, they have to get the fo1m from MPC and send it back. 
The MPC staff them will key in the volunteers' information a fter the sclt:~ction have been 
make. This method also npplied to other Paralympic sport infom1ationi . I lowcver, they 
found many dillieuhlies in this system: 
./ Not systemall ic and reliable 
./ Not efficient in searching data 
./ Hard to update the existing data 
./ Wasting time nnd manpower 
2.3.3 System Done by FSKTM Di1>loma Student 
This existing system was developed by diploma student from University of 
Malaya, Zurita Binti Basir. This is the first Paralympic Sport Management System 
developed for MPC. The system will be combined with another two syste:m (done by other 
diploma students): One-Stop center, which is a web-based system and P;aralympic Athlete 
Management System, which is a stand-alone application. 
This system is a stand-alone system and not a web-based applic;ation. The system 
was developed usirng Visual Basic and using Microsoft Access 97 as system's database. 
l11e system was using graphical user interface (GUT) concept and provides a user-friendly 
interface for user to maintain the database. The system provides some features or modules 
to manage a Paralympic game. Each of the modules will include add, delete and search 
functions. The modllles are: 
./ Garnes/comlPetition module 
./ Volunteer management module 
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The game/competition module will show the games or competitions have been joined or 
will be joined by MPC. While the volunteer management module coullains the detail 
infonuation about \"Olunteers. There arc two sub modules in athletes/sta fls management 
module: 
./ Accommodation module 
./ Competition Report module 
The accommodation module includes the accommodation ma11agernc11t for athletes and 
staffs. White the competition report module will calculate the number of aithletes and staffs 
fur each game. 
'fbe advantages of the system ure: 
./ Using GUI concept 
./ Easy to use, user friendly and contains consistent outlook 
./ Provide a database for storing in fonnation 
./ Contains a summary report to calculate the total number of athletes and staffs 
./ User able to add, delete and search information from database 
./ Includes a sc:arch engine for every modttle 
However the system still has some weaknesses tJ1at need to be improved: 
-1' This system is a sllllld-alone application that will be nm under one personal 
computer aud it was not designed for an Intranet system. 
-1' Limited func:tionality of the system. The system has limited modules and functions 
tbat make the system become a simple infunnatiou system. It doesn't provide other 
module, like: game types module, facilities module and game resu1\ts module . 
./ 111e system doesn' t provide security modltle to prevent w1au1thorized users to 
access to the database. 
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2.4 Analysis amt Synthesis 
Afier process collecting related information, the information nccd:s lo be analyzed 
to make sure the data are useful. The analysis process will decide which of the information 
should pay attention to ru1d which infonnation should ignore. 
2.4.J Summ:uy From lntcn·iew 
Two interviews hnvc been conducted for literature reseamh and requirements 
specification toge1h~.:r with another two brroup members. First, was in Sport Science 
Center, University of Malaya and secondly, in MPC. 
We take a moro deductive approach by using the funnel structure to organiLe the 
interview questions, which begin with generalized, open-ended questions and then 
narrowing the possible responses by using closed questions. 
The rational1e of this approach is to provide an easy. non-threateni1r1g way lo begin 
the interviow. A funnel-shaped question sequence is vital when the interviewee needs 
freedom to express 1their input. In addition, we would want the interview to elicit more 
detailed infonnatiorn but still maintain its relevancy. l lcnce, the frequency of probing 
questions is reduced. 
According tto Mr. Afizal Abu Othman and Mr. Kamaruzaman Kadir, Sport 
management is a la1rge issue that contains many steps and processes. Sport management 
may contains voltmteers or staff management, financial control, communications and 
marketing, result management, equipmen1 management, game village management , 
security and traffic arrangement, schedule and vcnu" arrangement and 80 on. Every sport 
event may have different management team and processes. But the common processes in 
organizing a Paralympic sport were shown in chapter 2.2 Findings. When answering the 
question about the 1:::xisting system, they haven' t automated the current manual system and 
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chapter 2.3.1 and chapter 2.3.2). From the interview, client's requirements have been 
specified and 1he detail result will be shown in chapter 3.2. 
2.4.2 PSMS vs. Euisting System 
Currently, MPC and Sport Science Center University of Malaya arc using manual 
system that causes many inconveniences. To reduce the problems in current system, 
PSMS will aulomat~: the manual system and provide a systematic way in storing, updating 
and retrieving data. J\11 data will be store in database and available for UISCrs reference at 
any time. Compare to manual system, PSMS will provides the advantages as following: 
../ Systematic in 8toring and searching large number of data . 
./ Easier to update and retrieve data from a database system . 
../ Available for users reference at any time through an Intranet system. The data can be 
shared and displayed by all users include the volunteers, management team and staff 
in MPC throu,gh an Jntranet system. The management team also able to check the 
progress of a e:amc . 
../ It is more secure because the entire data can only changed by administrator and 
assistant admilllistrator. 
./ lmprovo the workllow enicicncy and more cost efTcctive due to saving money in 
papers and manpower. 
Compare to system done by FSKTM diploma studenl, PSMS will provide more 
functions that operate the Paralympic sport management. The system done by diploma 
student contains accommodation management, volunteer management, and athletes and 
sta ff management. This system is fill application that can be accessed by one computer. It 
able to store the ste IT and volunteers' information, li st of the athletes for every game type, 
accommodation in fonnation, and games that have been participated by MPC. While, 
PSMS won't contaiins the nccommodation management and list of the athletes for every 
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Paralympic Athletes Management System (PAMS). PSMS will enhance ahe system done 
by diploma student i11l following parts: 
./ PSMS is an Intranet system, which can be accessed by more than one pcr.>onal 
computer with an lntranct connection . 
./ PSMS is more secure due to password protection. Only administn:itor and assistant 
administrator are allow to access and change data in database . 
./ PSMS will also use the GUI concept and contains more graphica1l interface when 
running in browser. 
./ PSMS will ulso provide a search module. It wiU help users while ·searching data in 
database . 
./ PSMS contains some of the modules in system done by diploma :student, e.g. staff 
and voluntee:r management, games management. Besides, PSMS will also provide 
some others functions, e.g. equipment management, result management (This two 
module contain in technical competition module), schedule and venue 
arrangement, and design ing committee stmclure. Clearly, PSMS is more 
consislencc and usef uJ compare to system done by diploma student in running a 
big sport event or competition. 
2.5 Computer Technology 
2.5.1 Intranet 
An intranet is nothing more than a private Internet. In other words, it is a private 
network, usually a LAN or WAN, that enables the use of lotemct-based applications in a 
secure and private cmvironmenl. As on the public Internet, intranets can host Web servers, 
FTP servers, and any other lP-based services. 
Companies have been using private networks for years to s.hare in fonnation. 
Traditionally, offic·e networks have not been infonnation friendly. 01(1 private networks 
did 110 1 have consistent interfaces, standard ways to publish info rmation, or client 
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public lntcmet has spawned a whole new generation of inexpensive and easy-to-use client 
applications arc now making tl1cir way back into the pri vnte networks. The reason 
iotrancts arc now ga l hcring so much a1tcnlion is 1hat they arc a new solution to an old 
problem. 
The two thing;s that distinguish jntrancl from the Internet is who can access them 
and from where they can be accessed. If an application can be used over the public 
Internet, it will work 011 private intrauels too. [3] 
2.5.2 Web clients s1nd server 
Client/server describes the relationship between two computer pmgrams in which 
one prognun, the clie:nt , makes a service request ftom another program. the server, which 
fulfills the request. [3 l 
When user connected to the Internet, user's computer becomes a web client in a 
worldwide client/server nctwmk User's web browser software-Internet Explorer or 
Netscape Navigator, for exwnple-is the software that makes user's computer works as a 
web client. Clicnt/se1ver architecture may be used on LANs, WANs, and ion the web. -che 
main characteristic rthat these three somewhat diverse uses share is a division of the 
workload between thic server and the client. In each case, the client computers typically 
request service, i11clu1<.ling printing, information retrieval, and database access. The partner 
in these activities is the server, which is responsible for processing the clieint's request. 
The division of labor between web clients and web servers is quite distinct. Tbe 
web client, computer at the office or at home, request information from a panicular web 
server on a distant c:omputer. Using the lntemet as transportation medium, the request is 
fonnulated into HTrP request and sends to the target computer, the server. A moment 
later, when the target server receives the request, it retrieves the page or other information 
that the server requ~:sted , fom10lates it as an HTML fonnatted page, and sends it back to 
the requester client via the Internet. When lhe reql1ested infonnation, a1n HTML page in 
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infonnation is an HTML page. It displays the page on the client machine according to the 
direclion laid out in tlue page's HTML code. l71 
2.S.2.1 Two-tier Client/Server 
!\ Two-tier Client/Server model involves only a client and server. All 
communication takes place between the client on the Internet and the target server at the 
other end. Of course .. other computers arc involved in the process of transporting packets 
of infommlion acrossi the lnt~rnet. Those details am part of the transporta1rion facility that 
is handled by TCP/IP. 111e conversation that occurs between a web browser and a web 
server is similar to any conversation between client and server generally. l7l 
M Cbbclgc (1 cquc:i-,l) 
HTTP 









Figure 2.2: Mess:age flow between n Web client and server in two4iier client/server 
architecture. 
2.5.2.1 Three-tier Client/Server 
A Three-tier Ctient/Server architecture builds on the traditional two-tier approach. 
111c first tier is tl1e ·client, the second tier is the web server, and the third tier consists of 
applfoations and their associated databases that supply non-HTML infonnation to the web 
server on request. Firom a software perspective, the three t icrs are client processes (tier l ), 
web services (tier 2), and data services (tier 3). Interaction between client and server 
operate the same way as they do in a two-tier architecture. The third tier provides 
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software, enterprise resource planning software services, and tl1e other services need to 
support a robust elcctrnnic commerce server. [7] 
HTIP Oatabtrnes 
lD:f 
lttTt1 t1 1 ~l CIJ 
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Web Client Web Server 





figure 2.3: Message Flow in a three-tier client/server archit·ecture. 
2.5.3 Web server 
In geneml, a server is a computer program that provides services to other computer 
programs in the same or other computers. The computer that a server pmgram runs in is 
also frequently referred to as a server In the client/server programming model. a server is a 
program that awaits and fulfills requests from client programs in the: same or other 
computers. i\ given applicution in a computer may function as a client with requests for 
services from other programs and also as a server of requests from other p1rograms. 
Specific to the Web, a Web server is the computer program (house:d in a computer) 
that serves requested HTML pages or files. A Web client is the rcq1ucsting program 
associated with the user. The Web browser in user's computer is a client that requests 
HTML files from W1eb servers. [3] 
2.5.3.l llS 
Internet lnfonnation Server (US) is a group of Internet servers (inicluding a Web or 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol server and a File Transfer Protocol serve1r) with additional 
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IJS is Microsoft's entry to compete in the Internet server market Lhal is als.o addressed by 
Apache, Sun Microsystems, O'Reilly, and others. With llS, Microsoft includes u set of 
programs for l>uildinig and administering Web sites, a search e11gi11c, and support for 
writing Web-based applications that access databases. Microsofl points out that llS is 
tightly integrated witfa the Windows NT and 2000 Servers in a number of ways, resulti ng 
in faster Web page se~rving. 
A typical company that buys llS can create pages for Web sites using Microsofl's 
f ront Page product (with its WYSIWYG user interface). Web deveJ1opers can nsc 
Microsoft's Active Server Page (ASP) technology, which means that applicatious -
including ActiveX controls - can be imbedded in Web pages that modify th e content sent 
back to users. Developers can also write programs that fi lter requests and get the correct 
Web pages for different users by using Microsoft's Internet Server Application Program 
lnterrace (JSAPl) intorface. ASPs and ISAPl programs run more efficiently than common 
gateway interface (031) and server-side include (SS!) programs, two current technologies 
(However, there at~ c,omparable interfaces on other platfonns). 
Microsoft inclludcs special capabilities for st!rvcr a<lminiistrators des igned to appeal 
lo lntemet service pmviders (lSPs). It includes a single window (or "conso.le") from which 
all services and users can be administered. It's designed to be easy to add! components as 
snap-ins that users didn't initially install. 
HS includes security features and promises that it is easy to install. It works closely 
with the Microsoft Transaction Server to access databases and provicfo control at the 
transaction level. 1t also works with Microsoft's Netshow in the delivery of streaming 
audio and video, delayed or live. [3] 
2.5.3.2 A1>uche 
Apache is a firee ly available Web server that is distributed under am "open source" 
license. Version 2.0 1rw1s on most UNIX-based operating systems (such as Linux, Solaris, 
Digital UNIX, and AJX), on other UNIX/POSlX:-derived systems (such as Rhapsody, 
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Netcraft (www.netcr.;1fi.com) Web server survey in February 200 I, 60% of all Web sites 
on the lntcmet are using Apache (62% including Apache derivatives), making Apache 
more widely used thun all other Web server. 
Apache complies with the newest level of the Hypertext Transport Protocol, I rITP 
I. L. Free support is provided rhrough a bug reporting system and several Usenet 
newsgroups. Several companies offer priced support . [8] 
2.5.3.3 Netscape Entcr1Jrisc Server 
The Netscape enterprise server (NES) sofrwarc runs on a represen1 alive collection 
of operating systems:: AJX, Digital UNIX, HP_ UX, lrix, Solaris, and Windows NT. lt 
provides a powerful development environment that support dcvelopme111t of web-based 
applications that can be run on tbe Internet, an intranet, or an extranet. NES's content 
management allows users to create their own Netshares, personal home directories, using 
and interesting method that provides services including link management, web publishing, 
ngent services, and access and version control. [3] 
Like most othor server programs, NES supports dynamic applicaticm development, 
including CGl and Netscape's own version of application program interface: Netscape 
Server APl (NSAPI). NES supports the Javn Scrvlet API for server-side applications. A 
Netscape product called liveware runtime environment is included in NES and allow user 
to write server-side scripts that, among other things, provide connectivity to a rich of 
databases, including oracle, Sybase, and lnfom1ix. Its ODBC confonnatnce means that 
NES provides connec:tivity to other database sources as well. [7] 
2.S.3.4 O'Reilly's WebSite Professional 
WcbSite ProfossionaJ published by O'Reilly and Associates, supports Windows 
95/98 and Windows NT/2000. WebSitc Professional has a loyal following of users, a 
ntunber of add-on tools, flexible scripting, easy installation, and good d1ocumentation. It 
bundles WebView software to manage the site, Weblndex to index documents stored 
locally, WebFind lo search the site, the HomeSite HTML editor, and image map editor. As 
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program, iHTML Merchant, which allow users to create rui online store: for clcctro11ic 
commerce. 
WebSite Profossional 's dynamic page generation includes support for Microsofl 
Active Server Pages. In addition, it supports Java scrvlcts, WebSite Professional servlct , 
ruid APls for both WcbSitc Professional (WASAPf) and Microsofl's lnetmct Server 
Application Programming Interface (lSAPI). (7] 
2.5.4 Programmfog Languages 
2.5.4.l Hypertext Marku1> Language (HTML) 
Hypertext Markup Language or also known as HTML is a markup language used 
to fonnat text and i1nfonnation, i.e. to identify elements of a web page: so that a web 
browser can render the page on a computer screen. 
A llTML file can be created using simple text editor such as Notepad. A HTML 
file wjll end with either .htm or .html extension. Nowadays, there are many software and 
editor to create HTML web pages with graphical user interface, such as Microsoft 
Front Page, Microsofl FrontPagc Express and other software packages. 
HTML is the basic language in web programming. However HT1\.1L cannot read 
and write to a filo. HTML can just display the infonnation without datalbase. Therefore, 
they come out with more web programming languages, which are advance version of 
HTML. 
2.5.4.2 Scripting La111guages 
Scripting is :~ technique of writing embedded codes, or script,. that resembles 
programming langw1ge in a HTML document. The purpose of scripting a HTML 
document is to enhance the page fon~tionality by allowing a Web page developer to 
manipulate elements of a Web page dynamically as the client browses that page. A script 
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i) JavaScript I JScript 
JavaScript is a scripting language that allows the scsipting of events, objects and 
actions to create Internet application. JavaScript was created by Netscape. lt preceded the 
European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA) standard and is the first Web 
Scripting language. It is syntactically identical to Java, which in tum is b~sed on C++. 
Microsofl 's v1:rsion is called JScript. Netscape, Microsoft, and othe1r companios are 
cooperating with the ECMA to produce a universal, client-side scripting language, the 
current version of which is referred to as ECMA-262. JavaScript and JScript each confonn 
to this standard. 
With JavaScri'pt, new dynamic elements let developers go beyond the simple click 
and wait. Users will not jost read the pages but also interact with them .. Even with the 
slowest Internet connection, users will get quick responses because the 1intcraction does 
not need to involve the server but can take µlace in their browser. 
ii) VBScript 
Visual Basic Script or also known as VBScript is a subset of Microsoft Visual 
Basic used in World Wide Web HTML docwuents to enhance the functionality of a Web 
page displayed in a web browst)r. Microsoft 's Internet Explorer Web Broiwser contains a 
VBScript scripting engine (i.e. an interpreter) that executes VBScripl code. VBScript can 
also be executed in 01Lher Web Browser through plug-in technologies. 
VBScript can be vet)' useful because many company lntemets tend to standardize 
on a particular Web Browser, and, if that browser is internet Browser, U1e VBScript 
techniques can readiily be used on client side to enhance HTl'vlL documents. Second, 
VBScript is particulatrly valuable when used with Microsoft Web server to create Active 
Server Pages (ASP) - n technology that allows a serve~side script to create dynamic 
content that is sent to• the client's browser. Although other scripting languages can be used, 
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2.5.3 Server Side Software Development Paradigms 
i) Active Se1rver Pages (ASP) 
The Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side text file that is processed in 
response to client (e.g. a browser) request. ASP is n Microsoft-developed teclmology for 
sending dynamic Welb content (includes HTML. Dynamic HTML, ActiveX control, clicnt-
side scripts and Jav:!l applets) to the clients. An ASP file has .asp hS ftle extension. 
Although other languages such as JavaScript can be used for ASP scripting, VBScript is 
the de facto language for ASP scripting. 
When a client: sends HTTP request to the server, the server receives tbe request and 
directs it to be proc;essed by the appropriate Active Server Pages. The ASP does its 
processing (which often includes interacting with a database), then retum its result to the 
client - normally in the fonn of a HTML document to display in a browser. Other datn 
fonnats, such as images and binary data, can be returned. 
ii) Servlets 
Servlcts are 11he unalog on the server side to upplcts 0 11 the clie:nt side and are 
similar to ASP and CGl. Servlets are nom1ally executed as part of a well> server. lo fact 
scrvlcts have bccom<~ so popular that they are now supported by most ma~or web servers, 
including Microsoft's lntcmet Information Server (though a web server plug·in such as 
Allaire Corporation JrRun), the Netscape web servers, the World Wide W1eb Consortiwn's 
Java-based Jigsaw Web Server, Sun Microsystcm 's Java Web Server and the popular 
Apache Web Server. 
Servlets technology today is primarily designed for use w1th the HTTP protocol of 
the World Wide Wt:b. A client sends request to the server via the HTTp. ·me server 
receives the request and directs it to be processed by appropriate servlets. The servlets do 
their processing (which often includes interacting with a database), then re:tum their results 
to the client - nonnally in the lonn of HTML documents to display in browser, but other 
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Servlets are efficient for developing web-based solutions that hcip provide secure 
access to a web site., that interact with databases on behalf of client, that dynamically 
generate custom HTML documeuts to be displayed by browser and that maintain unique 
session infonnation for eacb client. Many developers fee l that scrvlct:> are the right 
solution for database··intensive application that comnn111icntes with so-callc:d thin-clients --
application that requires minimal client-side suppo11. The server is responsible for the 
database access. Clit:nts connect to the server using standard protocols available on all 
plntfonns. Thus, lhe Rogic code can bo written once and reside on the serwr for access by 
clients. 
iii) Common Gateway Interface (CGf) 
The Commo111 Gateway Interface (CGl) lets HTTP clients interact. with programs 
across a network through a web server. CGI is standard for interfacing applications witJ1 a 
web server. CGI applications can be written in many different programming languages. 
Permission is granted within the web server by a web master (or the author of tbe web site) 
to allow specific programs to be executed on the web server. Typically, CGI application 
reside in the clirectory /cg1-b1n/. 
When a web browser takes information from a user (usually by means of an 
HTML fonn) and semis it, using I !TIP, to a web server, a server-side CGl program is then 
executed to process the infonnation and sends back the in formation to the client. The 
infonnarioo sent to llhe client is typically HTML web page, but may contain images, it 
cannot be directly programmed - a script or executable program must be used to interact 
with it. Perl is a popular language to use with CGl. 
Ped (Practical Extraction and Report Language) is a high lev1el programming 
language developed by Lary Wall in I 987 wbiJe working at Unisys. Wall 's initial intent 
was to create a programming language to monitor large software projc1;ts and generate 
reports. Perl has particularly rich, easy to use text-processing capabillities. Perl is au 
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As the web increased in popularity, it became evidt:nl that the ability for the user to 
interact with the server would be crucial. The true power of the web lay not only in 
SC!rving content but 31so in responding Lo requests from users and generating dynamic 
content. The frame \work for such communication already existed through C'GL Because 
mosl of the infom1ation users scud to server is text - such as user names, passwords, and 
email addresses - P'-'TI was the logical choice for programming the server side of 
interactive web-basedl applications and is the most popular language for doing so today. 
The Perl community continuously corrects problems that appear and evolves the 
hmbruagc to keep it competitive with newer server-side technologies suc:h as Microsoft 
ASP and Sun Micros;ystem's Java Servlets. Although Pert was initially developed on the 
UNIX platform, it was always intended lo be a cross-platfonn computer language. 
iii) Coldfusi1rm 
Back in the c~arly Coldfusion days, Coldfusion was a CGI script. Every time a 
user would make a ColdFusion request (displaying data or inserting and up1dating records), 
the web server executed the entire Coldfusion progrnm. Cold Fusion would process the 
user's request, perform whatever actions were necessary, and return HTML output to user. 
The Allaire development team broke Coldf usion into multiple parts: 
./ The guts of ColdFusion, the engine that actually processes the user's requests, 
became a Willldows NT service and a UNIX daemon. As a service, ColdFusion cru1 
remain runni111g not support services. this engine is a separate application that 
remains running at all times . 
./ Web servers themselves h~ve no idea bow the communicate with a service or 
daemon, so server modules were written for the four different server APfs. These 
server modules are the glue that binds the web server to the ColdFusion service . 
./ A CGl script (cnnl.exe) was created for web servers that don ' t support server 
APis. Tiiis CGI script guarantees that any web server that suipports the CGI 
specification can be used with Cold Fusion. Of course. the CG r script interface to 
Coldfusion is slower than the server API interfaces, so it should on1y be used 
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ColdFusion is a rapid application development tool that enables the rapid creation 
of interactive, dyi1amic, and information-rich web sites. C'oldFusion doies not requi re 
coding in traditional progranuning languages, buL the traditional programming constructs 
and techniques ru·e fo lly supports. After create the appl ica1io11s by extcn<liing the standard 
l ITML files with high-level fonnaUing functions, conditional operators, and database 
commands. these commands wlll instniclions to the ColdFusion processor and fonn the 
building blocks on which lo build industrial-strength application. 
This method of creating web application has significant advantages over 
conventional application development. [9] 
./ ColdFusion application can be developed rapidly because no coding. other than use 
of simple HTl\.1L style tags, is required . 
./ ColdFusion applications are easy to test and roll out. 
./ The ColdFusi,on language contains all the processing and fonnatting functions . 
./ Coldf usion applications are easy to maintain because there is no compilation or 
linking step . 
./ ColdFusion provides all the tools to troubleshoot und debug applic:ation, includjng 
a powerful re1note interactive debugger. 
2.5.5 Web ap1>lication development tools 
2.5.S. l Visual lnterDev 
Visual lnterDev is Microsoft's development tool for building a dynamic, data-
driven Web site. Visual InterDev is a software package that combines a ]powerful HTML 
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) editor with a thorough source-editing interfuce 
that will simpli fy all the coding. Using Visual lnterDev, one can assemble pages that use 
Microsoft's ActiveX technologies, including Active Server Page (Acti•ve Server Page) 
technology. The developer can build and insert ActiveX control or Java applet. Visual 
Ln1crDev includes an HTML editor and support for dynamic HTML. The Web site can be 
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using Microsoft's Uni versal Data Access, including ActivcX Data Objects, Open Database 
Connectivity, aud OLE 08. [3] 
2.5.5.2 Macromedia Flash 
Macromedia Flash 1s the key to designing and delivering low-bandwidth 
animations, presentations, and Web sites. It offers scripting capabilities .and server-side 
connectivity for creating engaging applications, Web interfaces, and training courses. 
Integration between Dreamweaver and Macromedia F\ash enables users to easily integrate 
vector animations, MP3 audio, and interactivity to produce high-impact, engaging Web 
applicat ions. [101 
2.5.5.3 Macro0tedia Fireworks 
Macromedia fireworks is the solution for profossional Web graplhics design and 
production. Macromt:dia Fireworks enable user to create, edit, and animate Web graphics 
using a complete set of bitmap and vector tools. Use export controls to optimize user's 
images, give them advanced interactivil)', and export them into Macromedia Dreamweaver 
and other HTML editors. With Fireworks, they can produce graphics in Fireworks, and 
seamlessly in1egratc them into Drcamwcaver using Round-nip Graphics Editing. [ 1 O] 
2.5.5.4 Macromedin Dreamweaver 4 
Macromedia Dreamweavcr 4 hns everything for users to develop a professional 
Web site. Users can build M.acromedia Flash graphics directly in Dreamweaver. Whether 
users use Dreamweaver's visual layout tools or its text-editing environment, the intuitive 
Macromedia User Interface makes it easy. [tO] 
2.5.S.5 Microsoft Fr·ont Page 
Ms tTont page add value to creating Web application by ndlding the visual 
components that's are missing from Visual lnterdev. Ms front page enab\e users to quickly 
generate HTML and save a lot of time and frustration spent on getting complicated HTML 
page layout properly adjusted. After the page is created, users can edit the HTML source 
code to create tbe dynamic content on the page while relying on the HTML tags to quickly 
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2.5.6 OJ>erating System Platform 
An operating system (OS) is the program that, allcr being initially loaded into the 
computer by a bootstrap progmm, manages all the other programs in o computer. TI1e 
other probrrams arc called applications. "l11e applications make use of tho operating system 
by making requests for services through a defined application program i11tt:rfocc (API). In 
addi tion, users can irntc..-ract directly with operating system through an interface such as a 
command language. An operating system perfonns these services for applications: 
./ In mnltitasking operating systems where multiple programs can be: running at the 
same time, th1c operating system detennines which applications should nm in what 
order and how much time should be allowed for each applicatioin before giving 
another application a turn . 
./ le manages th': sharing of internal memory among multiple applications . 
./ It handles input and output to and from attached hardware, such as hard disks, 
printers, and dial-up ports . 
./ lt sends messages to tl1e applications or interactive user (or to u system operator) 
about the slatus of operation and any errors that may have occttrred .. 
./ It can ollload tho management of what arc called batch jobs (for example, printing) 
so that the ini1tiating application is freed from this work . 
./ On comp111en1 lhat can provide parallel processing, an opcratiing system can 
manage how 'to divide the program so that it nms on more than one processor at a 
time. 
All major computer platfonns (hardware and software) require and sometimes 
include an operating, system. UNI"" Windows 98/NT, DEC's VMS, IBM's OS/2, AIX, 
and OS/390 are aU C)rnmples of operating systems. 
2.5.6.1 Windows NT .to 
Windows NT was developed from the ground up by Microsofi as an entirely new 
operating system, ba1sed on 32-bit code that is free from the limitations of MS-DOS or 16-
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Equipment Corporation cmployeo and designer of Digital's VAX/VMS opernting system), 
designed the Window:s NT operating system with following design goa ls: 
./ Reliable: Windows NT had lo be extremely stable and not let misbehaving 
applications ir1terface with the operating system's core services . 
./ Perfonnance: Windows NT had to be fast - it had to use only l2-bit code and 
utilize system resources more efficiently tban previous versions of Windows . 
./ Portability: Windows NT had to be portable to different hardware platfonns based 
on entirely different processor. To achieve this Jovel of portability, Wi11dows NT 
was designed. in a modular fashion without the use of assembly language, a 
processor-spe1cific language used in previous operating systems (maunly to improve 
perfonnance). Apart from a smalJ, hardware-specific element kno'\vn as the 
l lardware Abstraction Layer (HAL), most of the operating system is written in C 
to facilitate portability . 
../ Compatibility: Windows NT had to be compatible with the majority of existing 
applications on the market. Specifically, it would contain separnte application 
subsystems (.or environments}, each providing support for a di'fferent type of 
application. l1Jitially, this suppo11 would include MS-DOS, 16-bit Windows, 32-bit 
Windows, POSfX, and OS/2 l .x character-mode applications. Windows NT had to 
be expandable~ to support future applications ns well . 
./ Scalability: Windows NT had to be scalable; that is , it had to be able to take 
advantage of increased hardware resources in larger, more powerful systems 
without haviJ11g to be rewritten. For example, on a multiprocessor system, Windows 
NT would have to divide tasks evenly across all processor to optimize the speed of 
system opera13ons . 
./ Security: Windows NT had to incorporate security features required by the U.S. 
government atnd large businesses. These security features include :Such items as an 
encrypted security database, permissions at the file level and the user level, and a 
sophisticated user database design that would scale to the enterprise level. IN 
particular, Windows NT needed to be a Class C2-certifiable operating system, tbe 
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2.5.6.2 UNIX 
UNIX is an operating system that originated at Bell Labs in 1969 as an interactive 
time-sharing system. Ken Thompson and Dcnnjs Ritchie arc considered 1hc inventors of 
UNIX. The name was a pun based on an earlier system, Multiplexed lnfom1ation and 
Computing Sc. In l 974, UNIX became the first opcrnting system written in the C 
language. UNIX has evolved as a kind of large frecwarc product, with ouany extensions 
and new ideas provided in a variety of versions of UNIX by diffen~nl companies, 
universities, and individuals. Partly because it was not a proprietary operating system 
owned by nny one of' the leading computer companies and partly becnusc ii t is written in a 
standard language and embraced many popular ideas, UNIX became the first open or 
standard operating system that could be improved or enhanced by anyone. 
UNIX operatiing systems are used in widely sold workstation products from Sw1 
Microsystems, Silico1n Graphics, IBM, and a nwnber of other compnnies. The UNIX 
environment and the client/server program model were important elements in the 
development of the Internet and the reshaping of computjng as centered in networks rather 
than in individuaJ computers. Linux, a UNIX derivative available in both "free software" 
and commercial versions, is incroasing in popularity as an alternat ive: lo proprietary 
operating systems. f3 J 
2.5.6.3 Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 (W2K) is the latest commercial version of Microsoft's evolving 
Windows operating system. Previously called Windows NT 5.0, Microsoft emphasizes 
that Windows 2000 is evolutionary and "Built on NT Technology." Windows 2000 is 
designed to appeal to small business and professional users as well as to the more 
technical and larger business market for which the NT was designed. For many Windows 
95 and Windows 98 users, Windows 2000 may be regarded as a step to take when 
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The Windows 2000 pmduct line consists of four products: 
./ Windows 2000 Professional, nimed al individuals and businesses of all sizes . 
./ Windows 2000 Server, aimed at small-to-medium size businesses . 
./ Windows 2000 Advanced Server, aimed at being a nc1work operating system 
server and/or an application server, inc luding those involving large databases . 
./ Windows 20GIO Datucenter Server, designed for largo data warc:houses, online 
transaction processing (OLTP), econometric analysis, and oth•.:r applications 
requiring high-speed computation and large databases. 
Windows 2000 is reported to be more stable (less apt to crash) than Windows 98/NT 
systems. A significant new feature is Microsoft's Active Directory, whiclh, among other 
capabilities, enables .a. company to set up virtual private networks, to encrypt data locally 
or on the network, and to give users access to shared files in a consisten t way from any 
network computer. r 12] 
2.5.7 Web Client (Browser) 
A web client also known as browser is an application program that provides a way 
to look at and interact with oll the infonnarion on the World Wide Web. The word 
"browser" seems lo lllave originated prior to the web as a generic term for user interfaces 
that let user browse text fi les online. By the time the first web browser with a graphical 
user interface was i111 vcnted (Mosaic, in 1992), the tem1 seemed to apply to web content, 
too. Technically, a web browser is a client program that uses the HY1~e11ext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) to make requests of web servers throughout the Internet on behal f of the 
browser user. A commercial version of the original browser, Mosaic is in use. Many of the 
user interface featu1res in Mosaic; however, went into the first widely used browser, 
Netscape Navigator. Microsoft followed with its Internet Explorer. Today, these two 
browsers are highly competitive and the only two browsers that the vast majority of 
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2.5.7.l Microsoft Internet Explorer 
lnternct Explorer makes it easier to get the most from the World Wide Web, 
whether you are searching for new in fonnution or browsing your fuvorite web sites. And 
built-in lntelliSense technology can save you lime completing routine web tasks, such as 
automatically complc.1ing web addresses and forms for you, and automatically detecting 
your network and comnection status. 
2.5.7.2 Netscape N1l\1igator 
Nctscnpe Navigator is one of the two most popular web browse1rs and also the 
name of a company, Netscape Commm1ications, now owned by America Online (AOL). 
Netscape was initially tbe predominant product in tenns of usability and number of users. 
Netscape's browser originally was called "Navigator", and is still called that in the suit of 
software, Communicator, of which it is now a part. Navigator was developed in 1995 by a 
team led by Marc Andersen, who created Mosaic, the first web browser that had a 
graphical user interface, al the Unjversity of Illinois' National Center for Supercomputing 
Application (NCSJ\) in 1993. 
A primal)' source of revenue for Netscape and AOL is the Netscape line of web 
server products that iit develops and has marketed on the success of its wide-scale browser 
usage. Netscape and AOL also cnvjsion the Netscape web site, now tra:nsfonned into a 
leading web portal, as a leading source of revenue through advertising and e-commerce. 
[3) 
2.5.8 Web Datab;ase Management System 
2.5.8. l Relationa l Database 
A database is. a collection of data that is organized so that its contents can easily be 
accessed. managed, and updated. The most prevalent type of database is the relational 
database, a tabular database in which data is defined so that it can be reorganized and 
accessed io a number of different ways. Databases contain aggregations o f data records or 
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language called Structured Query Language (SQL-pronounccd ·•sequel") is almost 
Wliversally used with relational database systems such as IBM's DB2, Microsoft's Access, 
and database products from Oracle, Sybase, and Computer Associates to make queries and 
manipulate data. 
2.5.8.2 SQL- Struchnred Query Language 
SQL provides a complete set of keywords that enable programmers to define 
complex queries that select data from a table. TI1e resulls of a query arc commonly cal led 
resull sets (or record sets). Others users of a database wish to combine sm:aller tables into 
larger ones to produc.e more complex result sets. The combination operation is called join 
(specify with INNER JOIN in SQL). There are several dialects of SQL that exits in the 
market, a programm1~r should be aware of the difference. However, the d1ifferencc is not 
great and the basic principles in usjng SQL can still be applied. 
2.5.8.3 MySQL 
MySQL is an open source relational database management system (RDBMS) that 
uses Structured Query Language (SQL), the most popular language for addjng, accessing, 
and processing data in a database. Because it is open source, anyone: can download 
MySQL and tailor it to their needs in accordance with the general public !license. MySQL 
is noted mainly for it s speed, reliability, and llexibility. Most agree, however, that it works 
best when mnnagin~ content and not executing transactions. 
The MySQL relational database system was first released in January 1998. It is 
fully multi-threaded using kernel threads, provides application program illlterfaces (AP!s) 
fo r C, C++, Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP, Pytho~ and Tel, aJJows for many column types, and 
offers full operator aind function support in the SELECT and WHERE parts of queries. 
MySQL cuJTently runs on the Linux, UNIX, and Windows platforms. Many 
Internet startups have been especially interested in MySQL as an alternative to the 
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2.5.8.4 Oracle 
Oracle8 i is the most complete and comprehensive platfonn for development and 
development of the h 1tcrnet applications. It simplifies the development of applications, the 
management of the Internet content, and the development of applications .. As the lowest 
cost development and development platfonn, Oracle8i is the platfom1 for enabling 
business on the lntemct. 
Oracle relational database technology is already the fotmdation of the fntemet. Every 
major web site uses Oracle; 67 percent of the most popular e·commerce welb sites; and 100 
percent of the top tem e-commerce sites. Now with Oracle8i, Oracle is evolving from and 
Enterprise·capable mlarional database to a data-centric Internet application platfonn. 
Oraclc8i is designed for: developing Applications for the Internet. [8] 
./ Developing Applications for the Internet. 
./ Managing lnt1emet Content 
./ Enabling Bus~ness Online 
Oracle8i is the most complete and comprehensive platfonn in the market for 
development and deployment of the Internet applications. Oraclc8i is also the lowest cost 
development and de·ployment platform, making it the platfonn to chooise for enabling 
business on the Internet. l8] 
2.5.8.5 Microsoft SIQL 
Microsoft SQL Server is a scalable, high perfonnance database management 
system designed specially for distiibuted client/serve1· application. Micmsoft SQL server 
provides tight integration with Windows and Windows-based applications. Microsoft is 
ideal for powering Web sites. 11irougb tight integration with Internet lnfonnation Server, 
SQL Server can be queried and updated via popular web browser. 
SQL Server provides agility to users data management and analysis, allowing 
user's organi1,ation to adapt quickly and !,rracefully to derive competitiv1e advantage in a 
fast-changing environment. From a data management and analysis perspcc:tive, it is critical 
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presented by the Web. A complete database and data analysis package, SQL Server opens 
the door to the rapid development of a new generation o f enterprise-class business 
applications that can give user's company a critical competitive advantage. The record-
holder of important benchmark nwurds for scalability and speed, SQL Server is a fully 
Weh-enabled database product, providing core support for Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) and the abi lity to query across the Internet and beyond the firewall. 
SQL Server provides extensive database programming capabilities built on Web 
standards. Rich XML and Internet standard support give users the abil ily to store und 
retrieve data in XML format easily with built-in stored procedures. Users can also use 
XML updategrams to insert, update and delete data easily. [ 12] 
2.5.8.6 Microsoft Access 
Microsoft access (the most cun-ent version is Oflice XP) is a relational database 
management system (RDBMS) designed for small companies and personal use. Jt utilizes 
Microsofi Jet Engine. Access is very user-friendly and has simple application creation and 
report generating \ools. 
2.5.9 Web database connectivity 
2.5.9.1 Oatn Access Objects 
DAO (Data Access Objects) is an application program interface (application 
program interface) available with Microsoft's Visual Basic that lets a programmer request 
access to a Microsoft Access database. DAO was Microsofi's first object~oriented interface 
with databases. DAO objects encapsulation Access's Jet fonctions. Through Jet functions, 
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2.S.9.2 ActiveX Oao. Objects 
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) is an application program interface from Microsoft 
that Jets programmers writing Windows applications get access to a relational or non~ 
relational database from both Microsoft and other database providers. For example, if 
users wanted to write a program that would provide user's Web site with data from an 
lBM 082 database or an Oracle database. users could include ADO program statements in 
an HTML fi le that users then identified as an Active Server Page. When a user requested 
the page from the Web site. the page sent back could include appropriate data from a 
database, obtained using ADO code. 
Like Microsoll's other system interfaces, ADO is an object-oriented programming 
interface. It is also part of an overall data access strategy from Microsoft called Universal 
Data Access. Microsoft says that rather than tty to build a universal database as IBM and 
Oracle have suggested, why not provide Wliversal access to various kinds of existing nnd 
future databases? Jn order for this to work, Mjcrosoft and other database companies 
Provide a "bridge" program between the database and Microsoft's OLE DO, the low-level 
Interface to databases. OLE DB is the underlying system service that a programmer using 
ADO is actually using. (3] 
2·5.9.J Remote Data Objects 
RDO (Remote Data Objects) 1s an application program interface (application 
Program interface) from Microsoft tbat lets programmers writing Windows applications 
Set access to from both Microsoft and other database providers. In tum, RDO statements 
lll a program use Microsoft's lower-layer Data Access Objects (Data Access Objects) fur 
actuaJ access to the database. Database providers write to the DAO interface. 
RDo has evolved into ActiveX Data Objects (ActiveX Data Objects), which is now the 
Program interface Microsoft recommends for new progran1s. [3] 
2.S.9.4 Opco Oatllbase Connectivity 
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is an open standard applicarion-
Progranuning in terface (API) for accessing a database. By usiog ODBC statements in a 
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dBase, 082, Excel, and Text. In addition to the ODBC software, a separate module or 
driver is needed for each dalabase to bl) accessed. The main proponent and supplier of 
ODBC programming support is Microsoft. 
ODBC is hosed on and closely aligned with The Open Group standard StrucLured 
Query Language (SQL) Call·Level Interface. It allows programs to use SQL rcqut.-sts that 
will access databases without having to know the proprietaty interfaces to the databases. 
ODBC hmtdJes tho SQL request and converts it into a request the individual database 
system understands. (3] 
2.6 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 2, Literature Review listed down all the related issue about the system. It 
shows the research steps in gathering hard data, analysis and synthesis process. It includes 
infom1ation about MPC, Paralympic sport, Pnralympic sport management, steps in 
organizing a Paralympic game, and computer technology that may be choose for develop 
the system. It also includes the analysis on existing system and comparison between 
PSMS and existing system. The oxisting systoms are cum.ml system in Spo11 Science 
Center, current system in MPC and a Paralympic sport management system done by 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 V Model 
The process model tbat used to develop PSMS is V model. The V model is a 
variation of the waterfall model. Waterfall model is the earliest model and is derived from 
lhe hardware world, presenting a manufoct1tring view of sotlware development. Thus, this 
tnodel is failuro to treat software as a problem-solving process and provides no guidance 
to handle changes occur during development. Jn waterfall model, the stages are depicted as 
cascading from one to another. This means, one development stage should be completed 
before the next begins. 
V model demonstrates how the testing activities are related to analysis and design 
as shown in figure below, coding fonns the point of the V, with requirement analysis, 
system design and program design on lhc left, w1it & integration testing, system testing, 
acceptance tcstjng and operation & maintenance on the right. Unit and integration testing 
will addresses the correclncss of programs. The V model suggests that unit and integration 
testing also be used 10 verify the program dosign. That is, du1ing unit and integratio11 
testing, the developer should ensure that all aspects of the program design have been 
implemented correctly in the code. Similarly, system testing should verify the system 
design, making sure that all system design aspects are correctly implemented. Acceptance 
testing, which is conducted by the customer rather than the developer, validates the 
requirements by associating a testing step with each element of the specification; this type 
Of testii1g checks to see that all requirements have been fully implemented before the 
system is accepted. 
The model 's linkage of the left side with the right side of the V implies that if 
Problems arc found during verification nnd validation, then the left side of the V can be re-
executed to fix and improve the requfrements. design, and code before the testing steps on 
the right side arc rccnuct~d. In other words, the V model makes more explicit some of the 
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waterfall is often documents and artifact, the focus of the V model is activity and 










Figure 3.1: The V model 










V model is a variation of the waterfaJJ model that reduces the weaknesses in 
waterfall model. \I model provides guidance to handle changes to system and activities 
that aro likely lo occur during development. For example, when requirements change 
during certain stage. it is necessary to return to the requirements stage to update the system 
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functions to ensure all clements in every stages are perfonned correctly. With V model, 
developer able to minimize the mistakes in system development and make sure the cl ient>s 
requirement have been fully implemented. 
3.1.2 Requirement Analysis 
TI1is stage includes analyzing the problem at hand and concludes with a complete 
specification of the desired external behavior of the ~'YSlem to be built. To cupture 
requirements, tltis arc the steps involved: 
./ Literature Research 
Literature research is based on books, journals and reference materials from library 
and lntemet. The purpose is to gather detail information in sport management and 
computer technologies . 
./ Interview 
Interviewees were those who have experiences in this lield. The purpose is to 
gather in fonnation in Paralympic spon management and to get client's 
requirements. 
3.J.J System Design 
This stage decomposes the software system into its actual constituent 
(architectural) components and then iteratively decomposes those components into smaller 
and smaller subcomponents until the subcomponents located at the )eaves of tJ1e resulting 
design tree are small enough so that we would expect a person to be able to 'get his or her 
arms around it' easily. 
J. t.4 Proaram Design 
Defines and documents algorithms for each module in the design tree that wi ll be 
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3.1.S Coding 
Trausforms algo1ithms dolined during the detailed design stage into a computer-
understandable language. 11\is is usually pcrfonneu in two steps: converting thl: algorithm 
into high-level language (usually performed by people) and converting the high level 
language into a machine language (usually perfon11ed automatically by a compiler. 
3.1.6 Unit & Integration Testing 
Checks each coded module for the presence of bugs. Unit & integration testing's 
Purpose is to ensure tl1ot each as-built module behaves according to its specification 
defined during deta iled design. This stage also will interconnect sets of previously tested 
modules to ensure that the sets behave as well as they did as independently tested 
modules. Ideally each set of moduJes should correspond to a component in the design tree 
defined during unit testing. Tims, this will ensure that each as-built component behaves 
according to its specification. 
3.t.7 System Testing 
System testing will checks that the entire system embedded in its actual hardware 
etavironmenl behave according to system requiTements 
l.1.8 Operation & Maintenance 
After final system testing, the system and its surrounding hardware become 
operational. The maintenance process is actuaUy a full development life cycle, if a coding 
change is made, then the design, coding, and three testing stage must be perfonned. If a 
requjrement change has occurred, then all the stages musl be perfonned 
l.t.9 Verify Design 
Ensure the every unit, integration part and system meets its contents to reduce error 
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3.1.10 Validate Requirements 
Ensure every client's requirements have been correct ly implemented before lhc 
system is accepted. 
3.2 Requirement Analysis 
Requiroment Analysis covers 2 main categories, which are: 
./ functional Roqufrernent 
./ Non-Functional Rcqwrement 
3.2.1 Functional RcquiN?ment 
Flmctional requirement describe an interaction between the system and its 
environment. ll1e functional requirement also explains how the system should behave 
given certain stimuli. 
General Section: 
./ Security Module 
This module prevents unauthorized administrator and assistant administrator to 
login and change the datnbase. This module requires uscrmune and password from 
administrator to protect the database system. 
Administration Section: 
This section has been separate to two main sections, administrator section and 
assistant administrator section. The adtninisn-ator is the person who has pennission to 
access the full entire database in PSMS. While assistant administrator refer to those who 
can only access one of the module in PSMS. This means the administrator will create a 
database that will be divided to parts (or modules) that will be handled by assistant 
administrator. The assistant administrator then will key in the infonnation for every 
tnodulc in PSMS. 
i) Administrntor Section: 
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This module creates a new game or sport event organized by MPC. TI1e 
administrator needs to create a database for a new game. This dntabasc refers lo the 
database that contains all other modules' data listed below. 
ii) Assistant Admioistmtor Section: 
v" Committee Moduk 
The module contains the committee structure (or organization team) for a game 
nnd members' detail in every sub committee. For every new game, it will contains 
only one committee structure and the members' detail will be key in by 
administrator . 
./ Volunteers Module 
This module contains the management of the volunteers. ·n1is module will let the 
assistant admi11istrator to key in the volunteers' detail information and their 
position . 
./ Event Schedule Module 
This module will manage the timetable or schedule for every game. The records 
can display according 10 date and location . 
./ Event Result Module 
Event result module was divided to two sub modules. The firs t module is 
participated country sub module and the second module is event result sub module. 
The participated country sub module contains a new fom1 for assistant 
administrator to fiU in the participated countries name and detail. After assistant 
administrator enters all the countries ' name, then the assistant administrator are 
allowed to access event result module. lt is because the event result module needs 
the records from participated countries module. In event result module, the 
assistant admuustrator needs to key in the winners fo r each game and their 
country's ruune. The cowitry's name ouly can be found after the assistant 
ndministrotor update the participated country module. Besides that, in this module~ 
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./ Technical Competition Module 
This module contains the result for every game type in a sport event, technician 
and officers' detail, and the list of equipments. 
New 
Garn~ 
,, •• ,....__ - i::. 
Commi1tcc Volunteer 
Sinicturc 
























r ~ ,..- ~ ..... ~ .... ~ 
Venue of Technical 
Events Compelition 
...._ _, ...... ~ 
Users are able to access the system, they allow reading the infonnation through 
this system but they don't have permission to change or edit infom1ation from database. 
The module that provided by this system for the users is Search Module to search records 
from database. 
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3.2.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non.functional requirements are defined as constraims under which the system 
must operate and the stan<lard, which must be met by the delivered system. 
Scalability 
·cne scalability is to promise the capabiljty of the system to migrate as a client or server to 
machines of greater or lesser power, depending upon requirements, with little or no change 
to underlying components. The solution can be scaled using hardware or application 
configunuion or a combination of lhem. 
Reliability 
The system, software and hardware shall be reliable and shall not cause unnecessary and 
unplanned downtime of the overall environment. 
User friendly 
The design of the system and its interface should bt.: frit.:ndly and easily w1derstood. 
Generally the design of all the interfaces should confirm to the fol1owing criteria: 
./ Consistent, in term of screen design and error messages displayed 
./ Accommodation of any level of user 
./ Appropriate error handling with associated error messages 
./ High degree of understandability and avoid too much memorization of event and 
commands 
Efficiency 
Efficiency in computer technology means a process or procedure that can call or accessed 
in an unlimited of times to produce similar outcomes or output at a creditable speed. 
Manageability 
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Modularity 
Modularity is a key in order to produce a good program. The system is broken into 
sections or modules so that flmctions of objects could be distinct from one another. This 
characteristic eases the testing and maintenance. 
3.3 Development Environment 
/\ fter infonnation gathering aod analysis processes, the most suitable tools for the 
system hnve been decided. These tools include the entire platfon11, servers, web 
application progrnmming language and technology. 
3.3.J Web Application Programming Language and Technologies 
Active Server Page (ASP) 
ASP is the script that nins iu Microsoft Web Server. /\SP has been chosen as server-side 
scripting for this project because of its simplicity and speed. Compared to CGI. ASP is 
easier to use and is more flexible in changing codes as no compilation involved. Thus, 
ASP takes less time to write and debug. ASP is suitable for building multi·tier Internet or 
lntrnnet application and it can minimize network traffic by limiting the need for the 
browser and server to talk each other. ]t also provides improved security measures since 
the code can never be viewed from the browser. 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) 
HTML is the basic language for the web pages. HTML is necessary for tbe development 
of client ' s browser nm script. HTML is easy to implement and noeded to generate layout 
and design fur web page. 
VBScri1,t (Visual BaiJic Script) 
VBScript is tho basic server side scripting language for ASP. It is a subset of VB 
language. Its function is to make web pages more dynamic and it is better support than 
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3.3.2 Oe\1elo1>ment Environment Tools 
Platform: Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 has been chosen as maill server operating system. It is chosen because of 
its user friendliness und stability feature. Windows 2000 is graphical user interfocc, thus it 
is simple to used and quicken the learning process. Windows 2000 supports the usage of 
Lhe other Microsoft server technologies that will be used. It combines the best aspects of 
an application server, a tile and printer server, a communications server, and a web server, 
along wit interoperability and management features that make it an excellent network 
operating system for all level users. Tbe combination of Windows 2000 and its bujlt-in 
web server provides faster performance. 
Web Server: Internet Information Server 4.0 ( llS 4.0) 
Since Windows 2000 will be used as the platform for this system, IIS 4.0 would seem to 
be a better choice because it can be well supported by Windows 2000 operating system 
and provides higher perfom1nnce on Windows 2000. Reside, llS 4.0 can provide the basic 
web authentication for the web application. 
Database System: Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
h was chosen as systems database platform because it is stable and work well with other 
Microsoft components. SQL Server is more easy lo use compared to Oracle because it 
provides graphical tools for instaUation, configuration and administration. It supports 
multi-user environment and it can hand.le more burden of database processing even in a 
distributed environment. Compared to Microsoft Access 2000, SQL Server works well 
with database of any size. While, Access 2000 is suitable to use with small to medimn-
sized databases. 
Microsoft Visual lnrcrdev 6.0 
Microsoft Visual lnterdcv is the editor for the ASP codjng. ft provides more features that 
are helpful for ASP coding. The graphicaJ design can be drawn easily by using Microsoft 
Visunl ln1erdev 6.0. II also provides the script out line as well as the toolbox and server 
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Web Browser: 
Internet Explorer 4.0 and above (IF. 4.0) 
IE is the most suitable browser for the system compare to others. Internet Explorer is 
needed for this web application system because it supports most of the HTML scripts that 
are used in this system. 
Netsca 1>e Navigutor 4.6 and above 
Netscape Navigator is also been chosen as the browser for this system. It is needed for this 
Web application system because it is one of the major browser for web site. 
3.4 Run Time Requirements 
3.4.l Server Hardware Rcquiremen~ 
·ine server computer requirements are: 
./ l\t least Pentium 166 Ml lz Processor 
./ I 28MB Ram or higher 
./ 2 GB free hard disk space 
./ Network Interface Card (NIC) and network connection with recommended 
bandwidth at I OMbps or more 
./ Other standard computer peripherals 
3.4.2 Server Software Requirements 
To host and run the system. the server computer needs to have various supporting software 
installed: 
./ Microsoft- Windows NT Server 4.0 
./ Microsoft lntemet Infonnation Server 4.0 (Bundled with Windows NT 4.0) 
./ Mjcrosoft SQL Server 7.0 
3.4.3 Client Hardware Requirements 
./ Any compatible PC with recommended at least 486 processor 
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../ At least 20 MB of hard disk space 
../ At least \ 0 bps network card 
3.4.4 Client Sofnvare Requirements 
../ Windows based Operating System 
../ Internet Explorer 4.0 and ubovc 
3.5 Ch11pter Summary 
Methodology 
Chapter 3, Methodology shows the V model, which is lhe process model that has 
been chosen to develop this system. Besides, it also includes the functional requirement, 
non-ftmctional requirement, developmeot environment, and mn rime requirement. Tius 
chapt~r gives detail infonnation in client's requirement and development tools. The 
functional requirement will mention the modules tJ1at provided by PSMS. It has been 
divided lo the section: ndministrutor section, ussis11uit administrator section and user 
section. The administrator section contains two modules: New game module and 
COmntittce module. The assistant administrator section contains four modules: volunteer 
module, program of event module, program of venue module and technical competition 
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,..,System Architecture 
-PSMS Module Structure 
-Entity-Relational Diagram 
-Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
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Chapter 4: System Design 
4.1 System Architecture 
System architecture shows the general stntcturc for PSMS, which is Thrco-Tier 
Client/Server Architecture: 
~ Internet Explorer S.x I 












~ SQL Relational Database 
SOL Database 
-
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Application/presentat ion tier provides user interface for users and administrator 
through the web browsers. 111c appl ication will always resides within the web server, 
which is the HS 4.0. 
The second tier is functionality or server tier. It communicates with the first tier 
through 1 lypertext Transfer Protocol, also known as HTI"P. This tier contains all the 
filnction provided in PSMS, such as password verification, searchjug data and other 
configuration. This tier able to process user' s requests and produces the result in web page 
fonnat, which is in the first tier. This tier wiJI also process any data requests of the user by 
linking to the database server, the bottom tier of the three-tier client/server architecture. 
The bottom tier is the data. repository for PSMS. The data repository is built up by 
the SQL database. This database stores all information needed for PSMS. TI1e middle and 
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·n1is Figure shows the system structure and modules tlmt contained in PSMS. ·n1is 
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Tbe general section contains a security module. The security module prevents 
unauthorized administrator and assistant administrntor to ncccss and change the 
information in database. 
The administration scc1io11 wns separate to two main section, administrator section 
and assistant administrator section. Administrator will create a new database when MPC 
organize a game. The modules that included io administrator section arc sport event 
module and committee modul i.). ·men, the assistant administrator will only access to the 
module they hand.led. Tbe modules are volunteer module, event schedule module, 
equipment & technician module and committee structure module. 
The third section is user section. whicb contains only one modtLle, search module 
to provide a search engine for users. 
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The figure above shows the Entity-Relational Diagram. First, an administrator will 
create one or more tlHUl one a new 1;µ 011 event in database. A new sport event contains a 
Cornmitteo strncrurc and many other modules that will be majntaincd by more than one 
assistnnt administrator. An Msistant udministrntor will key in tho in fonnation for 
volunteers' detail, create schedule, arrange the venue and generate technical competition 
rePons for every game type. 
4.4 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
PSMS design is based on data tlow oriented or structure design. ln the data flow 
diagram (DFD), litnctional transformation process their inputs and produce outputs. As 
data flows fTom one numbered process to another, it is transfonned as it moves. l11c 
symbols used in Df D are sbown in figure below. 
Process <> Decision 
Data Flow Entity 
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4.4.1 Contc:i1:t Diagram 
The figw·e below shows the context diagram. The context diagram is the highest 
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4.4.2 Diagram O 
Diagram 0 (shown as below) is th~ explosion o f the context diagram and inchLdes 
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4.4.3 Child Diagrams 
4.4.3.l Administrator Section 
The figure below show lhl! child diagram for administrator section. In this section, 
administrator need to login their ID and password before they access the system. After, 
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4.4.3.2 Assistance Administrator Section 
In this section, nflcr assistance administmtor login verification procoss, lhe 
assistance administrator can key in the committee stnicturn, volw1lt-"Crs' detail, schedule, 
and venue for every sport or generate u technical and competition report . 
' 
NtrWgJJTiu 10& Hooord r>.usword 
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4.5 User Interface design 
User Interlace Dt.!sign is the specification of a conversion between the system user 
and the computer. The user interface shown in the figure below. TI1c first figure show the 
main menu that contains list of g-ames organized by MPC. 'J11e second figure shows the 
display or working environment for the system. Jt has been divided to 3 major parts: 
Header area: Located in the upper part of the screen. This part contains title heading and 
some general navigation. 
Navigation area: Located in the left pa1t of the screen. II contains the menu navigation for 
the system. 
Working area I dis1,lay area: TI1is part is OD the right of the navigation area. Lt contafos 
itlfom1ation display area correspond to the user menu choice. 
---·---- -~·-----. 
Paralymplc Sport a Athlete Management System 
Game List 
Paralympic XII May 2000 
Asian Para Gi11ne October 200 I 
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4.6 









Date: ••.. • 
Venue: ...... 
Figure 4.10: User Interface - Display/Working Environment 
Database Design 
System Design 
Database is a collection of iJ1 fonnation or collection of a large amowll of data . The 
database is consuuct~d using the Microsoft SQL Sl)rv~r 7.0. 
4.6.L Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary is a repository of all the elements in a system. It is designed using 
the third nonnal fonu of nom1alization. It identifies processes where the data are used and 
where jn.. d' · · · · ded 
• 11me tale access to mfonnatton ts nee . 
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Fite Name --- -----·-~·-·-paralympic.mdb 
Type Microso ll SQL Rda1io11al Database 
r---- ---- -Number of Table 7 
Table 4. J: f'SMS Ontabn~c General Profile 
Tobie name: dbcrcatncwcvent 
Function: 
- This table use to store information for a new sports event 
Field Name Type Size Description ..__ 
event JD 
~ 
muncric 9 1be P1U-alympic eveut lD 
11cwEve111 
~ 
varchar 50 The name of new sport event 
stanDate smalldutetime 4 Event opening date ,_ 
end Date smalldatetimc ...__ 4 End date of the sport event 
venue varchar ....___ 50 The event's location 
Table 4.2: Duhl Diction11ry for New Parulym1>ic Game 
Table name: dbcommillccstruclurc 
Function: This table use to store infonnation of the committee structure ,__ 
field-N;me - - - --· - -- ---- - --
Ty1>c Size Description t---__ 
coinmitteeID -- numenc ·-9 Committee Stn.tctut't lD newEvent varchar 50 l11e name of sport event i---_ 
Position varchar 50 The name of the position in e-0mrnittee strucnire i--__ 
con · l11e name of the committee member ltntttecMt:mber varchar 100 --description varchar 200 Description or notes regarding the position tn 
r--_ committee structure 
contactNumber varchar 15 Contact number or email address 
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Table n;:ame: dbvo lunteerdctail 
Function: ll1is table use to store in fonnalion of volunteers 
Field Name ·-Type Size Description 
voluntecrlO - Volu111ecr' s 10 auto int 4 
-
volumeerFirs1 Name varchar 40 Volunteer's first name 
volunteerMiddJcNamc - Volunteer' s middle name varchar 40 ·-
volunteerSumame varchar 40 Volunteer surname 
volunteerSex varchar I. f-fomale or M-male 
~ 
volunteerEmait varchar 50 Vohuiteer's email address ---
voh;nte~rBinhriau; · -- -- VolUJ;t~r's d~te of birth -----smalldatetime 4 
~ 
volunteerPhone .__ varchar 15 Volunteer's phone number 
volunteerMobile varchar 15 Volunteer's mobile phone nun1ber 
volw1teerFax varchar 15 Volwitcer's fax number --
voluntcerEmail varchar 50 Volunteer's email address 
'--
volunteer Adrcss - - - - -- - --·-·--varchar 50 Volunteer's address ...___ 
volunteerPostcode varchar ,__ 10 Volunteer's postcode 
volumeerCiry 
r----_ varchar 30 City name 
voluntecrSt* varchar ,_ 30 State name 
volwueerCountry 
t---_ varchar 30 Country name 
new Event varchar 50 Show which event enter by volw1teer r--
volunteerposiri~n -- -- Volunteer's position varchar 50 r--__ 
description varchar 100 Description or notes regarding the 
position iu committee structure 
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Table name: dbeventschcdulc 
Function: Tilis ta bk us~ to store infomiation of event schedule and venue 
Field Na;; Ty1>c Size Oescrit>tion ,_ 
newEvent 
,_ ____ 
varchar 50 ·n1e name of new sport event 
·---sport Type varchar 50 Name of Lbe sport type -
sportClassi fication varchar 50 Sport cJassi Ii cation 
st an Time time 6 Start time for a sport classification -
cudTime time 6 End time for a sport classificacion -
location varchar 
h. 
50 The l-0cation for a sport classification --- ---- ·- __ ._...__ - --· --- ----- -- - --- ----... --venue varchar 50 The detail venue of a sport 
classification ..____ 
Table 4.S: Duhl Dictionary for l<:vent Schedule 
Tnble name: dbconnt:ryrcsu lt 
Function: This table use to store i11fon11ntion of the participalcd country m a 
Paralympic sport event 
,.....__ 
Field Name Type Size Descri1>tion --countryResultJD nwnc1ic 
~ 
9 Participated country ID 
country varchar t--. 60 Country name 
!new Event varchar 50 Paralympic Event Entered !---_ 
!Bold int 4 Number of gold medals have been won 
t---._ 
t>y the COtUllry 
silver 
int 4 !Number of silwr medals have been won 
t---_ 
ny for the cow1try 
bronze 
int 4 Nmnber of bronze medals have been won 
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total int 4 rrotal of medals have been won by the 
~ountry 
-
total Athlete int 4 TotaJ of athletes participated in a game 
total Staff int 4 rr Ota I 0 r staff participated in a game 
description --varchar 200 Notes or description about the 
participated country 
---- --
Tnhle 4.6: Oata Dictionary foa· Participated Country 
Table name: clbrcsull 
Function: 111is table use to store information of the event resuh 
- -Field Name rrypc Size Description ·---resultlD numeric 9 lResult ID ....._ - . -· new Event varchar 50 rrhe m1me of new spon event .__ 
sport Type 
'--
varchar 40 Name of the sport type 
sportClassi ficatio11 
. 
varchar 50 Sport classification 
-- . -- . -- -- --------sex char l Male/ female sport ,__ 
first char ,__ 3 J:irst place 
firstWiru1er varcbar 100 Name of the first winner --firstResult ~arcbar 20 Result for the first place ...___ 
~tWinnerCountry varchar 20 ~ountry or state for the first winner 
second char 
~ 
3 Second place 
sccondWinner varchar JOO Name of the second winner --- - -- --- ----- - -secondResult varchar 20 Result for the second place r--_ 
~nd W innerCountry varchar 20 Country or state for the second winner 
third 
char 3 ll1ird place !--..._ 
third Winner vnrchar 100 IName of the third winner , __
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thirdWinnerCow1try varchar 20 ':ountry or slato for the third winner 
four1h ------·----- - - -chnr 3 Fourth place 
fuunh Winner --------varchar 100 Name of the fourth winner 
fuurth R csu It 
. ·-
varchar 20 RcsulL for tbc fourth place 
~ 
fourth WinncrCounl ry 
. 
varchar 20 C:oun tty or state for the fourth winner 
-fifth char 3 Fifth place 
ti11hWinncr varchar 100 Name of the fiflh winner 
~ 
fifihRcsult varchar 20 Result fo r the fifth place 
fitlhW~nerCountry - - -- -- --- -- -- -
. 
varchar 120 (:owltry or state for the fifth winner 
Table 4.7: Data Dictionary for RcsuJt Module 
Table name: dbcquipmcnt 
Function: ·n,is table use to store infonnation of event schedule and venue 
-
Jrield Name Ty1>e Size Description ---------- · --~ . equipment ID muncric 9 Equipment lD -ncwEvent varchar 50 rrhe name of new sport event .__ 
SportTypc varchar 40 !Name of the sport typo -
sportClassi fication --varchar 50 Sport classification -sex -- cbar l Male/ Female sport equipment 1st varchar 100 fhe equipment needed for a sport 
classi ti cation ,...__·-- --- -- -- --equipment_ 2nd --- ----- - The equipment needed for a sport varchar 100 
c lassification -equiprnent_3rd varchar 100 fhe equipment needed for a sport 
dassi fication --equiptnont _4th varchnr 100 fhe equipment needed for a sport 
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-·---equipment_5th varchar 100 rrhe equipment needed for a sport 
classification 
incharge _I st varchar 60 !echnician or person in charge 
incbarge _2nd vnrchar 
- - 60 rrechnician or person in charge 
inchargc_3rd varchar 60 trcchnician or person in charge 
incbarg~_ 4th varchar 60 rrechnician or poraon in charge 
incharge _ 5 lh varchar 60 rrechnician or person in charge 
contact - I st varchar 15 C0'11tact Number or email Address for 
~ 
·ecbnician 
contact_ 2nd varchar 15 C:ontact Number or email Address for 
~ 
echnician 
contact_ 3rd - varchar 15 Contact Ntunber or email Address for 
~ 
lecbnician 
contact_ 4th varchar 15 :ontacl Ntm1bcr or emAil Address for 
,___ ~echnician 
contact_5th varchar 15 Contact Number or email Address for 
..___ technician --- - --· 
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4.7 Chapter Summary 
Chapter 4, Syste;:m design will give a detai l idea about how tJ1c system works. It 
contains the system architecture, module structure, E-R diagram, data flow diagram and 
user interfuce design und dnlll dictionary. 'TI1is system will use tl1rcc-ticr architecture, 
which contains three tnyers: application/presentation tier, functionality/service tier and 
finally data repository. The database contai11s seven tables to store all the Paralympic 
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Chapter 5: System Implementation 
System implementation is a process thnt converts the system requirements and 
design into pro!,rram codes. This phase a l time involves some modifications to the previous 
design. 
S. t Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a system. 
Development environment consists of hardware and sotlware configurations. Using the 
suitable hardware and software is an important factor to detennine the successful of a 
project. The hardware and software tools used to develop and documented the entire system 
are listed below 
S.l.1 Hard R · ware equ1rements 
The following hardware specifications have been used to develop this system: 
).. 
lntel Pentium 111 450Mhz processor 
). I 28MB SD RAM 
,,. l 5 GB Hard Disk 
).. l4" 256-colour monitor capable of 800 x 600 resolution 
).. l .44 MB Floppy Drive 
,. 45X CD-ROM Drive . 
' Speaker 
» Ot 
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5.I.2 Software Tools Requirement 
Software Tools for Drawing, Design and Report \Vriting 
The design process involves the drawing or structure chart, data now diagram, ER 
diagram and other diagram or drawing. The tools used are Microsoft PowcrPoint 2000, 
Microson Word 2000, Microsoft Visio 2000 and Microsoft Excel 2000. 
Software Tools for Program Development 
Many software tools have been used during the PSMS development process. The 




Microsoft Windows 2000 System Requirement Operating System r--___ 
~et lnfonnation Server 5.0 System Requirement Web Server Host 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 and System Requirements Web browser 
above ---~oft Visual InterDcv 6.0 - Coding the Program System Development 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 Database Store and Manipulate Data 
~ ~ft Front Page 2000 System Development Interface Design 
~hotoshop 6.0 System Development Graphics Editor 
SWiSH2.o 
System Development Animation Creator ~
Notepad 
System Development HTML editing 
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5.2 Changes In System Ocsign 
There are some changes have been made in system design during the system 
implementation. The changes are: 
S.2.1 Security Module 
This security module was discussed in earlier chapter. As mention earlier, this 
PSMs system will be integrate with another two application, P AMS and POSC to become a 
more complete Paralyrnpic sport management system. PSMS and P AMS are intra net system 
and will be integrated as a single application. Therefore, this t~u system needs only one 
security module and this module will be done in PAMS system. The security module will be 
added int PS.MS o during tho integration process. 
5
·2·2 Search Module 
In system design, this module was buiJt for other user besides administrator and 
assistant administrator. However, this module now wi ll be used for all users including 
administrator and assistant administrator. This module wi ll be added in to committee 
structure 
module, volunteer module and participated country module. The other modules 
Will not conta· th · · · · d.fY'. d. I m · ts search function because those modules Wiil contain a 1 ierent 1sp ay 
function · s as discussed below. 
S.l .J Display Function 
The event schedule module, event result modu.le and equipment & technician 
llloduie . ] . . 
. WI l contain an addition display function. All users including the administrator and 
~sistant administrators can use this function. For event schedule module, the record can be 
View acco di 
r ng to Paralympic sport type, location and date. For the other two modules. the 
records can be . 
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5.3 Project Development 
The design must be translated into the form that can be understood by the machine. 
The development process is basically including 3 stages, which are data preparation, coding 
for functions and system integration. 
5.3.1 Data Prcpartttion 
The system implementation is started with data preparation. This stage includes the 
still images drawing, designing and editing, creates animation files and form designing. 
S.J.1.1 Still Images 
. Still irnagcs are included in the various pages within the web application. These still 
ltnages are save in either Graphics Interchange Format (.gij) format or JPEG File 
Interchange Format (jpg) format. All of the images are created and edited using Adobe 
Pbotoshop 6.0 and Microsoft Paint Version 5.0. These images have optimized file size for 
faster web delivery. 
S.3 J 2 A . 
• • ntmation File 
An animation lite will make the web page more attractive. Animation file is created 
using SWiSH 2.0. This software is able to create animated image or text. TI1e animation file 
created by SWiSH 2.0 will generate an object file and will be inserted into the web 
application. 
S.3.l.J Interface Design, Form Design and Paralympic Sport lnformation 
Before coding stage, the interface and form wilt be design fi rst. The Paralympic 
SJ>ort inforrnation wi ll help the coding process. 1t is a must to ensure the design of a form 
anct data ·n . . . 
wi be input is correct. tn other words, the form was des1t:,111ed according to 
Paraty · . . . . 
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S.3.l.4 Database Connection 
Creating database is an important step before the coding of web pages that involve 
process of data input by user. The database chosen for PSMS is SQL server 7.0. This 
database contains seven tables to store all the Paralympic sport information. 
S.3.2 Coding 
The design must be translated into the form that can be understood by the machine. 
The code generation step performs this task. Since this is a web-based ordering system, the 
scripts are coded using HTML, server side script and client side script that should support 




·2·1 Processes in Coding 
l . Interface Design and Coding 
The first step is to design and coding the interface. The images and animation file 
Will be inserted during the in1crface design and coding process. This process mainly is 
\ . 
vr1tten using HTML code. 
2. 
Coding the Form 
The second step in coding stage is to design the forms that have been designed in 
~~ . . 
paratton stage. The PSMS system contains seven forms and those fonns w1H be use 
by adrn· · . . 
tntstrator to add and update record in data store and all the enllrc forms are codmg 
'Using }{n. n 
l IV!L code. The fonns are: 
v 
New Paralympic event/game form 
v New committee structure fonn 
v New volunteer detail form 
v Event schedule fonn 
v Participated country fonn 
v Event result fom1 
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2. Add Record to Data Store 
Afier designing the form, the next step is tried to insert dnta into data store. The 
program will firsl make a Record.'iel object and connect to data store. After connected to 
data store, the program will then create a new, empty record within the Record.Ye/ and then 
add the new data lo Record,·et with the data from the form. (Please refor to 5 . ./. I VUScripJ 
and SQJ, Statement Display Necord - Add New Record lo Data Store). Mainly, this 
process is built according to number of fonns in PSMS. Therefore, PSMS contains seven 
files for adding data to data store. 
3. 
Dis1>lay Data from Data Store 
The following codes are written to display the record in a list. These codes will 
tnake connection to data store~ get the record using SQL statement and display the data. 
Some of the pages are able to display records according to sport type, date and location. 
:nis process involves some JavaScript programming. Besides, the data also can be viewed 
tn form format. which is same with the form listed as above. (Please refer to 5. 4.l VHScript 
and SQ 1• Stutemem /Jisplay Record). 
4. 
Update and Delete Data 
The purpose of this process is to update and delete record from data store. It is 
Written in VBS . d · J VHS' . d S'QJ S cnpt an SQL statements (Please refer to 5.-1. crrpl an , ., tatement 
- Update record I Def ete record). 
s. 
Validate Input Data 
Input data validation is wTitten for every form to ensure administrator key in the 
correct data It ·11 . . . 
. · w1 check the length for data input, make sure the admm1strator key m the 
J'tnportant data, check valid number and check valid date. AU codes are written in avas . 
Po cnpt. If administrator key in the incorrect data, an alert error message windows will 
p Up and gi ' c. - 2 
.l ve instruction to administrator to key in the correct data. (Please reler to .) . ../. 
llVaScr · 
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6. Generate Report 
This process will genemtc a report using the data in data store. The prohrram is 
Written in VBScript and SQL statenient. ll will show the information in chart or in table 
form. The generated reports are: 
7. 
./ Volunteer Report: 
This report contains t\.vo bar charts. The fi rst bar chart is generated according to 
volunteer's sex, and the second bar chart is generated according to the volunteer's 
ix>sition or responsible field 
./ Participated Countries Report 
This report contains two bar charts; the first chart show the nwnber of participated 
athletes from different country and the second chart show the number of stafT send 
by different country . 
./ Medals Table: 
This report shows the medals table accorcting to the participated country and 
calculates the total medals won by the participated country. 
Coding for Record Searching 
Coding for record searching is written in VBScript and SQL statements. Users arc 
allow se h. 
arc mg data or record using key words or match the exact phrase (Please refer to 
S.{ J VBS · · r cnpt and SQL Statement Search Record). The modules that contams search 
unction are: 
"' Commjttee Structure Module 
Users are allovved to search record using key words or exact phrase for committee 
members name, position, contact number or priority field. 
"' Volunteer Module 
Users are allowed to search record for volW'lteer CD, first name, middle name, 
surname or position . 
./ Pan· · 
tctpated Country Sub Module 
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Create Navigation menu 
The folJowing step is to create the navigation menu where is located on the left hand 
side of the PSAMS web pages. This navigation menu is \Willen using JavaScript and 
DHTML. It contains the links to other pages and some mouse over efTect. (Please refer to 
5.-1.2 .JavaScript - Navigation Menu /,efi Menu). 
5
·3•2·2 Coding Principles 
Several principles are applied during the d.evelopment of this system to ensure that 
the quality and the proper structure in the code generation. 
r. Readability 
Codes should be easy to read and understandable. It is very important when it 
comes to the enhancement of the system in the future by other people. In addition. the 
meaningful variable names and statement labels wiJJ also be helpful in reading and 
understanding the code. 
lt Maintainability 
Codes should be easy to read, corrected and revised. Codes that perform functions for 
a module should be grouped together. Besides this, the codes should be tried as 
simple as possible with doing in separate module. [tis called loose coupling. 
UJ. Robustness 
Robustness refers to the quality that causes a system to be able to handle 
Unexpected error and echo back with proper responses. Errors handling should be done 
to incr 
ease the robustness of the system. Appropriate errors message should be 
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5.3.3 System Integration 
The fast stage in system implementation is system integration. As mention earlier, 
this PSMS system wi ll be integrated with other two systems: PAMS and POSC. Some 
changes either in coding or design will be made during the intc&rration process. Although 
these three applications are using the same template design; however there arc still have 
some changes in system design. The changes that have been made are: 
v" Font size and font color 
"" Table background color 
v" Record displayed format 
"" Background color 
"" Add in some images 
Besides, the system integration also did some changes in coding or function, This contains: 
v" Add in the security module 
v" Add in the related links 
5
•4 Example Coding 
The exam I . . 
P es coding wtll give an overall description on how the system has been 
develop d T 
e · he development process 
5.4.1 VBs . 
cr1pt and SQL Statement: 
l ink to d · 
ata usmg Recordsets and connections: 
setobjC _ 
obiCo onn-server.CreateObject ("ADODB.connection") 
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The code above shows how to get data from the data store into a Rccordset object with 
connection lo database. The first line wi ll create a Recordset object~ while lhe second line 
will forge a connection between the appl ication code and the data store with open method. 
Add new record to database: 
<% 
Dim rsUsers, action events strName strValue 
action= Request.F~m ("action") ' 
events= Request.Form ("newEvent") 
Set rsUsers :: Server. CreateObject("ADODB. Recordset") 
rdsCUsers.Open "dbcommitteestructure'', objConn, adOpenForwardOnly, adlockOptimistic, 
a mdTabJe 
If action = "add" Then 
If Request("committeelD") = "'' Then 
rsUsers.AddNew ' ... so add a new record 
rsUsers("newEvent") = Request. Form("newEvent") 
rsUsers("priority") = Request. Form("priority") 
rsUsers("position") = Request. Form("position") 
rsUsers("committeeMember''} = Request. Form("member"} 
rsUsers("contactNumber''} = Request. Form("contact") 
rsUsers("descriptlon"} = Request.Form("description") 





The cod b 
es a ove show how to ndd a new committee structure record to database. The 
database name is dbcommitteestructuJe. First, this code will make a Rccordset object and 
ll'lake connection to data store. Then, it will add a new record using rsUsers.AddNew and 
finally nAn, . . 
Upurue the record with the data received from the form m previous page. 
Update Record: 
If action - •• - Update" Then 
rsUsers.Filter = "committeelO = "' & Request("committeelD") & '"" 
rsUsers("newEvent'') = Request.Form("newEvent"} 
rsUsers(''priority") :: Request.Form("priority'') 
rsUsers("position") :: Request. Form("position") 
rsUUsers("committeeMember'') = Request.Form("member'') 
rs sersf'contactNumber") = Request.Fonn("contact") 
rsUsers("description") = Request. Form("description") 
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This code is able to update the record with data received from the form in previous page. 
After create a Rccordset object and make connection to dnta store, it will update the record 
using rsUsers. Update. Before it update the record, it needs to filtering the records from data 
store. Filtering records will find a record involve searching the rccordsct until it find one 
record tbat matches what~ are looking for. 
There is another approach to update l11e record: 
Dim newEvent 
n~wEvent =Request.Form ("newEvent") 
Dim ssqf 
ssql="Update dbcommitteestructure set newEvent="' & newEvent & '" where newEvent="' & 
. Request.Form ("oldEvent") & '"" 
ObJconn.execute ssql 
This code updates the record using SQL statement. The fourth line shows the SQL 




If N s. 1 ter = "committeelO = '" & Request("committeetO") & ""' 
ot rsUsers.EQF Then rsUsers.Delete 
After ti lt · 1 
enng the records from data store, this code is able to delete a record using 
rsUser D I s. e ete command. 
~~ap h · h proac to delete a record is to use SQL statement. The code will be s own as 
be1ow: 
Ssq1-"o 
Obj~ elate dbcommitteestructure where newEvent='" & newEvent & '"" 
nn.execute ssql 
1'he first L. 
tne shows the SQI, statement and the second line will execute the SQL statement 
and delct th 
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Display Record: 
dim count, eventselected total 
total::: o · 
even!selected = Request.QueryString ("event") 
Sess1~n("newEvent") = eventselected 
System lmplcmentation 
set ObJConn=server.CreateObject ("AOOOB.connection") 
obJConn.Open "Provider=SQLOLEOB.1 ;UID=sa; lnitial Catalog=paralympic" 
set rs=server. CreateObject ("ADODB.recordset") 
rs, .Open "select" from dbcommitteestructure order by priority, position",objConn 
f not rs.EOF then 
Response. Write "<table border='"'1 "" bordercolor="''#D80709"" width=""85%'"'>" 
Response.Write "<tr>'' 
Response.Write "<th width=""33%"" bgcolor='"'#52527A'"'><font color='"'#FFFFFF'"' 
face:::'"'verdana'"' size=""2""><b>Position</b><lth>" & "<th width=""37%'"' 
bgcolor:::""#52527 A"''><font color='"'#FFFFFF"" size=""2"" face=""verdana''"><b>Committee 
Member</b></th><th width="''30%"" bgcolor=""#52527 A""><font color="''#FFFFFF"" size=""2"" face-"" rd 
- Ve ana""><b>Contact Number</th></tr>" 
Do While Not rs.EOF 
If Session {"newEvent") = rs("newEvent") Then 
hr ,., Response. Write "<tr><td>&nbsp;<font size="''2'"'><a 
0 et= selectedCommittee.asp?committeelO=" & rs("committeelD") & "&event=" & 
ventsetected & " '"'>" & rs("position") & "<ltd>" 
'" Response.Write "<td>&nbsp:<font face='"'Tahoma"'' size='"'2'H' 
~:or:::'" '#3C4248'"'>" & rs{"committeeMember"} & "</td><td><font face=:'"'Tahoma"" size=:""2"" 
or::: '#3C4248'"'>&nbsp;" & rs("contactNumber") & "</td></tr>" 
count= TRUE 
End If 






ihe COde above will display alJ the record from data store. The statement: "select *from 
dbcorm ., . . . . 
11 
ni leestruc1ure order by priority, position" is a SQL statement, 1t w1 ll get aJ1 the data 
roin dbcom · · · · fi Id ~ lJ muteestructure table and arrange t11e record accordmg to pnonty 1e ,o ow 
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Search Record: 
<% 
searchquery = Request.Form("SearchQuery") 
searchword = Split(searchquery) 
searchfield = Request.Form("SearchField"} 
searchmatch = Request.Form("SearchMatch") 
If searchquery <> ••• Then 
Dim rsSearch, strSQL 
System Implementation 
& .. strSQL = "SELECT " FROM dbcountryresult where newEvent='" & Request("newEvent") "'&"ANO " 
Select Case searchmatch 
'any words 
Case "AnyWords" 
' search according to search type 
If searchfield="country" Then 
strSQL = strSQL & "(" 
strSQL = strSQL & " ( country LIKE '%" & searchword(O) & "%"' 
Fors= LBound(searchword) + 1 to UBound(searchword) 
and If searchword(s} <>···and UCase(searchword(s}) <>"OR" and searchword(s) <> "-" 
"No~~ase(searchword(s)} <>"AND" and searchword(s) <>"+"and UCase(searchword{s)) <> 
and searchword (s) <>"<>" Then 
EndtF 
If UCase(searchword(s-1 )) ="NOT' or searchword(s-1} ="<>"Then 
strSQL = strSQL & "AND NOT country LIKE '%" & searchword(s) & "%'" 
Else 
If UCase(searchword(s-1 )) ="AND" or searchword(s-1 )="+"Then 
strSQL = strSOL & "AND country LIKE'%" & searchword(s) & "%'" 
Else 
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Case "AllWords" 
If searchfield="country" Then 
strSQL = strSQL & "(" 
System Implementation 
strSQL = strSQL & " ( country LIKE '%" & searchword(O) & "%"' 
Fors= LBound(searchword) + 1 to UBound(searchword) 
If searchword(s) <>""and UCase(searchword(s}} <>"OR" and searchword(s) <> "-11 
~rid U~ase(searchword(s)) <>"AND" and searchword(s) <> "+"and UCase(searchword(s)) <> 
NOT' and searchword(s) <>"<>"Then 
If UCase(searchword(s-1)) ="NOT'' or searchword(s-1) ="<>" Then 
strSQL = strSQL & " AND NOT country LIKE '%" & searchword(s) & "%"' 
Else 
If UCase(searchword(s-1 )) ="AND" or searchword(s-1) ="+" Then 
strSQL = strSQL & "OR country LIKE '%" & searchword(s) & "%'" 
Else 










If searchfield="country" Then strSQL = strSQL & "( country LIKE '%" & 
P ace(searchquery, '"", '""') & "%')" 
Re 1 If searchfield="member'' Then strSQL = strSQL & "( committeeMember LIKE '%" & P ace(searchquery, '"", "'"') & "%')" 
Repl If searchfield="contact" Then strSQL = strSQL & "( contactNumber="' & 
ace(searchquery, 11111
1 
""") & "')" 
'"'") & ,1!)~earchfield="priority" Then strSQL = strSQL & "(priority="' & Replace(searchquery, "'", 
End Select 
SlrSQL- trS 
- 5 QL & " order by country" 
set ob·c _ 
ObjC ~ onn-server.CreateObject ("ADODB.connection") 
Set ~~n.Open "Provider=SQLOLEDB.1 ;UID=sa;lnitial Catalog=paralympic" 
rssearc~~ == Server.CreateObject ("AOODB.RecordSet") 
· Pen strSQL,objConn,3, 1, 1 
lhe Code ho . . 
a ve shows how to search a record from data store. This code Wlll search a 
~~~ · . 
t 
10 
dbcoun1ryre.rnf1 table using SQL statement. This code wiU let user choose either 
hey \\'ant 
to search the key words or the exact words, then, the program will match the 
Phrase kc . 
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Create Cookies with Session Object: 
se~ objConn=server. CreateObject ("ADODB. connection") . 
ObJConn.Open "Provlder=SQLOLEDB.1 ;UIO=sa;lnitial Catalog=paralymp1c" 
set rs=server. CreateObject {"AOODB.recordset") 
rs.Open ''select •from dbvolunteerdetail",objConn 
If not rs.EOF then 
Do While Not rs.EOF 
If Session ("newEvent"} = rs("newEvent") And Session ("volunteerlO") = 
rs("volunteerlO") Then 
For each strField in rs.Fields 
strName = strField. Name 
strValue = strField. value 






The code above will set cookies using Session object. To clear the Session, the program 
needs t 0 run the code below: 
Session.abandon 
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5.4.l JavaScript: 




function va~idateForm(theForm) { 
~alldatePriority = validateNum(document.form1 .priority.value, "Priority", 101) 
1f (validatePriority ==false) 
return false; 
function validateNum(elems, fieldLabel, maxl){ 
~lerns = lisNaN(elems) && (elems > 0) && (elems < maxl); 
1f (!elems){ 




lhe code above was written in JavaScript. Jt wilJ control the input from administrator and 
avoid invalid data key in by administrator. The function valiclaleNumO will only received 





ctJfent.form1 .ftrstName.value =="")II (document.form1 .firstName.value.length > 40)) 
alert ("Invalid data for \''First Name\" field!"); 
retum false; 
This cod . . . . 
e Wt ll control the length of the input data. When admtmstrator key m more then 40 
characters · · 
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3. Date: 
<script language="JavaScript"> 
function validateForm(theForm} { 
validateStartDate = validateOate( document. form1 .startDate. value, "Start Date"); 
if (validateStartData == false) 
} return validateStartDate 
function validateDate( elemsStart, fieldlabel){ 
var resultStart = true· 
if (elemsStart == "") { 
} 
else { 
resultStart = false; 
elemsStart = elemsStart.split("f'}; 
resultStart = (elemsStart.length == 3); 
if (resultStart) { 
var month = parselnt( elemsStart[O]); 
var day= parselnt(elemsStart[1 ]); 
var year = parselnt( elemsStart(2]}; 
&& r resultStart = !isNaN(month} && (month> 0) && (month< 13) 
.tsNaN(day) && (day> O) && (day< 32) && !isNaN(year) && (elemsStart{2].length == 4); 
} } 
if(( month== 4) II (month== 6) II (month== 9) II (month== 11 }){ 
if {{day<= 0) II (day> 30)} 
resultStart = false; 
} 
if ({month== 2) && (year% 4 == O)}{ 
if ((day < 0) II (day> 29)) 




if ((month == 2) && (year% 4 f = 0)) 
if {(day< 0) II (day> 28)) 
resultStart = false; 
if (!resultStart) { 
+'"fie~~~(' Invalid Date! \nPlease enter a date in the format mm/dd/yyyy \nfor the'"+ fieldlabel 
} 
re tu 
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The code shows how to control the date key in by administrator. The valiclateDateO 
function will only receive date in format "mm/ddlyyyy". It will pop up a message box if the 
administrator enters an invalid date. 
4• Tete1>hone Number: 
'f ( 1 document.form1 .phone.value l= ""){ 
} 
contact= document.form1 .phone.value 
validContact = contact.split("-"); 
var code1 = validContact[O]; 
var code2 = validContact[1 ]; 
validContact = lisNaN(code1) && lisNaN(code2) 
if ((lvalidContact) II (document.form1.phone.value.length > 15 )){ 
alert ("Please fill in the correct \"Telephone Number\"."); 
return false; 
Th· 
is code will split the phone number into two phrase between the .. _,, and then make sure 
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Navigation menu/ Left Menu: 
<DIV id::IR03 onclick:navClick(IR3,IRp3)> 
<SPAN class=LeftNavOff id=IRp3 buttonType="LeftNav''> 
Sport Management</SPAN> 
<DIV id=IR3 style="OISPLAY: 
<%if link=3 then 
Response.Write "block" 
else 
Response. Write "none'' 
end if%>" onclick=''window.event.cancelBubble = true;"> 
<A href=''committeeStructurelist.asp?event=<%=Request("event'')%>''> 
<SPAN class=LeftNavSubOff id=cgi buttonType="LeftNavSub">Committee Structure 
</SPAN></A><BR> 
<A href=''volunteerlist.asp?event=<%=Request("event")%>'' buttonType=''LeftNavSub"> 
<SPAN class=LeftNavSubOff buttonType=''Left:NavSub">Volunteer Detail 
</SPAN></A><BR> 
b tt <A href="event$chedule.asp?event=<%=Request("event'')%>'' 
u onType="LeftNavSub"> 
<SPAN class=LeftNavSubOff buttonType="LeftNavSub">Event Schedule 
<ISPAN></A><BR> 
<A href="resultlist.asp?event=<%=Request("event'')%>" buttonType="LeftNavSub"> 
<SPAN class=LeftNavSubOff button Type="LeftNavSub">Game Result 
</SPAN></A><BR> 
butt T<A href="equipmentlist.asp?event=<%=Request("event")%>" 
on YPe="LeftNavSub"> 
<SPAN class=LeftNavSubOff buttonType="leftNavSub">List of Equipment 
</SPAN></A><BR> 
The code b . . 
a ove shows the navigation bar where is located on the left hand side m the 
PASMs 
Web page. When users click on the button, it will pull down a sub menu and users 
~an choose the link he or she want to go. This code is written in .JavaScript and it a1so 
tnvotves fit 
css ., e to build up the mouse over effect 















BORDER-BOTTOM: #42568a 1 px solid; 
BORDER-LEFT: #42568a 1 px solid; 
BORDER-RIGHT: #42568a 1 px solid; 








MARGIN: 2px Opx; 
PADDING-BOTTOM: Opx; 








BORDER-BOTTOM: #333366 1 px solid; 
BORDER-LEFT: #5689bc 1 px solid; 
BORDER-RIGHT: #333366 1 px solid; 















} WIDTH: 140px 
System Implementation 
Th · · e the effect when users click on e Code above shovv-s part of the DHTML codes. It will giv 
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Mouse Over Effect for Image: 
nere~dFadeObjects =new Object(); 
nere1dFadeTimers =new Object(); 




if (object I= "[object]"){ /!do this so I can take a string too 
setTimeout("nereidF ade(" +object+"," +destOp+", "+rate+"," +delta+")", O); 
return; 
clear Timeout( nereidF ade Timers[ object.sourcelndex]); 
d~ff = ~estOp-object. fllters .afpha .opacity ; 
d1rect1on = 1 · 
if (o~jec~.filt~rs.afpha .opacity > destOp){ 
direction = -1 · 
} ' 
delta=Math.min(direction•diff delta)· Ob' I ' 
Ject. fif ters. alpha. opacity+=direction *delta; 
if ( b' 0 ie~t.filters.alpha .opacity I= destOp){ 
nere1dFadeObjects( object. sourcelndex]=object; 
~ere:dFadeTimers(object.sourcelndex]=setTimeout("nereidFade(nereidFadeObjects["+object.so 
r} ndex+"], "+destOp+", "+rate+", ''+delta+")",rate ); 
} 
The COde will give an effect to an image when user mouse over the image. The image first 
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S.3.JSWiSH 2.0 Generated Code 
SWiSH 2.0 is a software used to create animation file. 1t will generate an object code as 
below: 
<object classid="clsid:027CDB6E-AE60-11 cf-9688-444553540000" 
~debase="http://active.macromedia.com/flash2/cabs/swflash .cab#version=4,0,0,0" 
ld="athlete" width="83" height="122"> 
<param name="movie" value=''images/athlete.swf'> 
<param name="quality" value="high"> 
<param name="bgcolor" value="#D4D404"> 







This code shows the object file for the animated fiJe and the paths of the animation file. 
s.s 
Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses the development environment, changes in system design 
and Project development. In project development the stages or processes in developing 
PSMs will be discussed. This chapter also shows the example coding in PSMS to give an 
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Chapter 6: System Testing 
System testing is a critical phase that ensures the system fulfills user requirements. 
Testing is performed to detect the existence of faults and then try lo correct it Therefore, a 
systematically test procedure is need to make sure the system is tested thoroughly and 
completely. 
6.1 Testing Techniques 
Testing is a process used in system development to avoid bug in the system. Thus, 
testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding bug or error and 
identifying defects and bugs for subsequent correction and elimination. There are two 
approaches were used in system testing, namely, White Box testing and Black Box testing. 
White Box Tc.sting 
White Box testing is a test case design method that uses the control structure of the 
Procedural design to derive test case as shown in Figure 6.1. It treats a product as a 'White 
Box' that · · · h · II d ·1 ..... · · ts wit transparent walls. Such testing a ows cta1 eu exammahon 
of lhe codes in order to create tests that will force execution of all possible branch 
alternati " l 
ves. t ensures that all possible paths through and actions have been exercised 
Whilst the syst . . . . . . ' 
. em 1s under testing. Jn developmg PSMS, White Box testing was 11np1ement 







Test Data ... ~ 
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Black Box Testing 
Illack Box testing is focus on the functional requirements of the system as shown in 
Figure 6.2 below. rt treats a product as a ' Black Box', that is an entity, which the tester 
cannot see. This testing technique is not an alternative to White 13ox testing; rather it is a 
complementary approach that is likely to uncover a different class of' errors. This level of 
testing is usually performed at the system level. lt is used to find incorrect or malfunctions, 
interfaces errors, performance errors and initialization and termination errors. 
Input Test Data !-----
System 
Output Test Results 
Output causing 
Anomalous behavior 
Output that reveal the 
Presence of Errors 
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6.2 Unit Testing 
Unit testing concentrates on the smallest unit of sonwarc design. It is refers to the 
functions and modules in system. The unit testing W'clS conducted throughout the 
implementation once a new unit was successfully built up. All units are tested 
independently to ensure that it operates correctly and free from errors. 
ln PSMS, every function is tested separately. Lt is to ensure that every function in 
the module is performed as desire. The tested units 1n PS.MS basically are: 
" Form submission 
This will check whether the form is submitted to the data store and have been saved 
" Display fonnat 
To ensure all records are displayed in selected format. 
"" Input validation 
To test the input va lidation formula goes according to the criteria specified when 
administrator fill in a fonn. An error message window will pop up for the incorrect 
input validation formula. 
"" Search Module 
To ensure the search module is function properly and able to search record using 
key words or exact phrase. 
v Report generating 
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6.3 Integration Testing 
Aller satisfied that lhe individual components are working correctly and meet tbe 
system objectives, the components will be combined into a working system. In th is stage of 
testing, each module contains functions and procedures is checked and tested carefully. 
These sub-functions may call other sub-functions and tests arc carried out to ensure all 
possible paths arc tested. Besides, all links in the web pages are tested. It is lo ensure that 
every one of the hypcrlink can lead to an existing and correct destination page. 
For PSMS, tbe approach that has been used to merging components to test is 
bottom-up testing. This means each component al the lowest level of the system hierarchy 
is tested individually. Then, the next components to be tested are those that call the 
previously tested ones. This approach is followed repeatedly until all components are 
included in the testing. 
6
'
4 Overall Sys tern Testing 
The primary objective of overall system testing is to ensure the system does what 
the customer (MPC) requested or mt!Cl the system objectives. System testing is actually a s . 
enes of being carried out to fully exercise parallel in tbe system. It must be combined with 
Other system elements such as hardware and database. This testing is used to ensure that all 
the cornpo 
nents or modules of the system are functionfog properly. 
6,5 Ac 
ceptance Testing 
The final stage in system testing is acceptance testing. The acceptance testing 
cornrnen 
p ces when the system is ready to be used. The system will test by target user. For 
SM.s, the targeted users arc MPC members. Users involved in this stage is to make sure 
the s 
de Ystem meets their understanding of the requirements, which may be different from the 
Veloper F 
• 
1nally, the users can be assured that the system has fulfilled aJI the 
rcquircmc . 
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6.6 Test Case Report 
To fulfill the sotlwnrc development cycle, the system was tested by MPC members. 
There are two users involve in this acceptance testing. They feel satisfied with the system 
and they also give some commands and feedback to this system (for the commands, please 
refer to Appendix). The test case report (by Mr. Kamaruzaman Kadir, Manager of 
Paralympiad Malaysia & Event, MPC) was shown as below: 
,___ 
No Test Condition Expected Result I Ob.iective Pass/Fail Remarks 
t---
1 
Interface - Main Page Pnss Pictures to be User jnterface 
2- improve 
Interface - Other pages Pass User interface -
]-
Main Page List Down all the Paralympic Pass -
event. 
r4- ...._ 
Access the Issues and The Issue List page is displayed. Pass -
rs- Risks Module. A list of all issue is displayed. -User clicks on th-;;-- The links of the Issue List page Pass -
rnenu button. is displayed. 
~ r-- The button is highlighted. 
User clicks on the link. The Issue List page is displayed. Pass -
7-I---Ad · · rntn1strator Login Protect the database Pass -
If-v:---tew Data in List Display a list of data in table Pass -
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No Te_,t Condition Expected Result I Objective Pass/Fail llemarks 
~ 
-----.. 9 ~-· User clicks on the The Issue Form is displayed. Pass -
"New issue" link 
(located at the top right 
'--· 
of the page) 
10 User creates a new Error message is displayed when Pass ·-
issue. user key in the invalld data. 
User enters the Data will be inserted into 
following valid data database. 
r---_ 
and clicks "Add" 
11 
User clicks on an issue The fssue Form is displayed Pass -
link (at the Issue List with the detail infonnation. 
r--_ page) to view a project. 
l2 User clicks 011 The new data will be inserted Pass -
"Update" (located at into database. 
r--__ the Menu Bar). 
l3 
User clicks on . The Confirm Delete page is Pass -
"Delete" (located at the displayed. 
~ 
Menu Bar). 
User clicks on Pass Return to the current page. -
"C ancel" in the 
IS 
_Confirm Delete page. 
User clicks on "OK'' in The selected issue is deleted. Pass -




Display data by type Display Data according to type Pass -
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No Test Condition Expected Result I Ob.icctivc Pass/Fail Remarks 
~ 
l7 Search Module --- --· - ---·· Search data and display the Pass -
.___ searched data . 
Table 6.J: Test Case Re11ort 
6.7 Chapter Summary 
System testing is divided to unit testing, integration testing, overall system testing, 
and acceptance testing. The acceptance testing was done by MPC and the test case report 
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Chapter 7: System Evaluation 
This chapter will discuss the system strengths. limitations. and the future 
enhancements for the system. 
7
· 1 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
Because of the time constraint, a number of problems were encountered throughout 
the development of this system. Encountering with these problems has been proven to be a 
valuable 1 · earmng experience. 
7.l.t D'ffi . 1 cultaes In Determining The Scope Of The System 
It js impossible to bujJd a fuU-scale complete system within the short time frame. 
Thus, not all fields in Paralympic sport are put into this system., only the critical functions 
'Were add d . 
e into the system. 
7.t.2 Pr bl 0 ems ln C hoosing Tools And Language 
l1lcrc arc quite a number of scripting languages. All the scripting language and 
tools all 
. ows the user lo achieve the same end-result-that dynamic web application. Thus, it 
is difficul 
p t to detennine the most appropriate language and tools for the development of 
SMs. To !::.tain more infonnation of web-based and determine the most appropriate 
approach . . 
to use, m depth studies and research on the web based programmmg language 
was carried ou:t · l · l'h · · · · I d [ · in t11e earlter stage of the development. ese act1v1t1es me u e nternet 
SUrfin . 
g, readmg topic related magazine and reference books and studying the existing 
syste1t1. Beside d. . d . . . ·1 
. s, 1scuss1ons with group members an course mates engagmg m s1m1 ar 
ProJect Wcr . 
e COnducted to collect their opinions and ideas. 
'·l.3 La 
ck Or Knowledge In The Languages And Tools 
of As there is no prior knowledge in programming in a web-based environment~ a lot 
Studies .... . . . 
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done ia parallel. New programming languages like V13Script and JavaScript need to be 
learnt within a short time span. During the development of the system, a lot of time spent in 
looking for solutions to solve the problems that were occurred during the time. When faced 
problem during coding stage, the problems were tried to be solved through the J ntemet 
Surfing by downloading tutorial notes and finding solution in forums such as newsgroup. 
7.1.4 Designing an Attractive Web Page 
Lt is difficult to design an attractive web page for all kind of users. To make the web 
P<lge more attractive, PSMS system has add in some animation file and colorful graphics. 
7·2 System Strengths 
There are several advantages of this system as listed below: 
7.2.1 U F ser riendlioess & Easy to Use 
The system interface design is auractivc, user friendly and easily understood by any 
Users. ft tells the users how to work with this system. Users have the controls of the system 
function flow by just click on the button. lt incorporates a standard homepage with a 
co . 
nsastent environment. This system is also very easy to use. The commands and the 
layouts are simple, logica~ tidy and well organized. Therefore, it is easy to learn up, use 
and Understandable. 
7
·2.2 Password Protected Administrator Site 
This super administrator and assistant administrator section is a password-protected 
site. Only the authorized administrators are aJlows adding, updating and deleting records in 
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7.2.J System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the users do not need to know 
Where the database resides, how is the system structure, its database management system 
and anything related to the system built. Users arc just required to know how to 
COtnmunicate with the user interface. 
7.2.4 Analyzing Report Generating 
PSMS will generate analyzing reports for users reference. The generated reports arc 
d. 
isplayed in bar chart and table. The generated reports are: 
v Medals table for every game 
v Volunteer analyzing report 
v Participated countries analyzing report 
7
•2•5 Validation for Dau. Input 
Data input of administrator is validated and verified to prevent errors caused by the 
invalid input. Ir there is an input failure, an error message is prompted to inform the user 
about the error. 
7.3 s t ys em Limitations 
However, there are limitations in this system that are not resolved yet. 
7
J.t Limited in System Modules/Functionality 
This system provides only a few functions or modules to user. Jt is not yet a 
complete Paralympic Sport management system that handles all fields in sport 
lllanagement This system only provides the critical modules to management the 
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7.3.2 Web Browser Limitations 
These web pages are developed using Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0. ft is not fully 
tested in all web browser such as Netscape Navigator. Thus, it may not display correctly hy 
using other web brO\vser except Microsotl Internet Explorer 5.0. 
7.3.3 Not Fully Integrated with POSC (online system} 
As mention earlier, this project will be integrated with another two system, PAMS 
and POSC. However, the integration between PSMS and POSC is not fully integrated. The 
PSMs web page only provides the link to POSC and no exchange data processes are 
involved. 
7
J.4 Limited Categories of Users 
This PSMS system only will be used as intranet system in MPC. Thus, other people 
cannot access the system without connection to MPC intranet system. 
7·4 Future Enhancements 
The system should be maintained throughout the l ifetime of the system because the 
User requirements might vary from times to times. Enhancement in the future will extend 
the USability of this system. Moreover, the system limitations should be improved to 
enhance functionality. 
Here are some suggestions and possible future enhancements: 
7
.4.1 Provide a Print Out Function 
ft is recommended that a print out function to be added so that the record can be 
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7.4.2 Enhance User Interface 
User interface should enhance from time to time. Multimedia elements such as 
animated graphics and Flash movies should be added to increase its attractiveness, 
unprcssive and intl!raclive. 
7.4.3 More Functionality Added 
PSMS may add in other module to enhance the performance of the system. The 
modules or functionality that may added in are: 
./ Promotion & Marketing 
./ Opening & Closing Ceremony 
./ Security & Traffic 
./ lnvitation & Protocol 
7
•4·4 Voice System 
Some of the users for PSMS may be the disable group, it is recommended to add in 
a Voice system so that this system can be used for more users in MPC. 
7
·4.s lntegration with POSC 
For future enhancement, integration with POSC is needed to retrieve volunteer data 
frolll Pose. ln POSC, public can register as volunteer, after finalist the volunteers, it will 
be added to PSMS. [f PSMS and POSC are integrated, it is easier for administrator to get 
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7.S Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses the problems faced during system development, system 
strengths, limitations, and the future enhancements for the system. Because of the time 
constrains, many problems need to be solved and the system also contains some limitation. 
To enhance th is system, some of the function may add in. For example, print out function, 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
8.1 Conclusion 
Paralympic Spot1 Management System (PSMS) is a systom required by Malaysian 
Paralympic Council (MPC') to automate the current manual system. PSMS is a 
management infonnaLion system 1ha1 helps MPC in organizes a Paralympic sport. It 
Provides a dalabasc system thal able to reduce the inconveniences in current paper-based 
system. PSMS contains some useful modules in organize a game, e.g. volunteer and staff 
management, equipment and result management~ schedule and venue arraugement, 
creating committee structure. Only adrojnistrator or assistant administrators are allowed to 
change these data after login t11eir usemame and password. PSMS will be integrated with 
another two system to provide a collaborative system named as Paralympic lnfonnation 
and Management System (PIMS). ·n1ese two systems are Paralympic One-Slop Center 
(POSC), which is an Internet system and Paralympic Athletes Management System 
(PAMS), which is an Intranet system as well . POSC provides an on-l ine registration for 
volunteers and athletes and will display the infomultion about MPC nnd Paralympic sport 
infonnmion. While the PAMS is a management infonnation system for athlete 
t:oanagcment. 
This project is ve1y important and beneficial. ln the process of developing the 
system, a lot of useful knowledge and valuable experience were gained. These incJude 
knowledge in Intemet technologies, and concepts in coding, programming in HTML, ASP, 
and others are valuable experiences. Besides, experience in graphic editing using Adobe 
an SWiSH 2.0 also provides me a great chance to Learn these tools. Fi11ally, there are many 
illdividual skills can Jeam from this project. Mainly it is the presentation slcilJ and 
conimw,ication skills with people for asking opinions, advices, guidance and nelp. 
Besides, this project has given me u profound impact in management. All the problems 
faced and experience gained during the system development would be useful in my future 
career since era is now moving towards Internet technology that requires decent technical 
llltd practical knowledge in development of web application. [n conclusion, involving in 
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